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THE OCEAN: A NEW FOCUS FOR THE WELL -
BEING AND SECURITY OF AMERICA, ITS 
ALLIES AND THE WORLD 
by 






When talking about the future of mankind, many point to 
the oceans as the potential suppl ler of uni lmited energy, 
food, and raw materials. But even in this vast area the 
world is threatened. National interests are valued 
higher than the Interests of Mankind. Terrltorial claims 
are being extended. The freedom of the high seas and 
effective rights of Innocent passage are in jeopardy. 
Pressure to explore and exploit the ocean seabed Is 
increasingly felt by governments. The time has come for 
a comprehensive international agreement and national 
ocean policies that wil I ensure the survival of this 
region of earth. 
This study was submitted to Professor Robert von Pagenhardt 
in partial fulfi J lment of the course requirements for 
Ocean Policy (GV 3901). 
The Editors 
PREFACE 
* Five naval officers from three nations and one NOAA off icial joined 
together at the Nava I Postgraduate Schoo J In a search for an ocean po I icy 
for America, its al lies and the world. They looked ahead Into the next 
century when they expect to be still serving t heir countries. They came 
to the conclusion that their obligations to country and service also 
demanded r.esponsiveness to major global problems confronting their - and 
other - nations. They perceived that an ocean policy for America, its 
al I ies and the rest of the world not on ly required strategies and forces 
to support those policies, but that desirable pol lc ies had to be com-
patible with larger national goals and objectives, which in t urn ought to 
be responsive to real global prob lems and genuine nat ional interests. 
Additionally, the participants saw time as one of the more precious and O 
diminishing resources. Responsive policies Initiated today may avoid 
megacrises and horrendous costs tomorrow. Put succinctly, the group of 
six concluded that a holist ic approach to the various public pol icy 
problems respecting the ocean - of which four are the subject of chapters 
here - is essential to achieving optimal outcomes for the United States, 
its al lies and the world. 
This treatise on four pub I ic pol icy problems draws upon the educa-
tional and service backgrounds of the above-named six graduate students 
of oceanography, meteorology or weapons systems technology at the Naval 
Postgraduate School. They had the advice and assistance of Dr. Robert 
von Pagenhardt, Professor of Policy Sciences and a former U.S. Foreign 
Service Officer; Captain Dean Taylor, USN, a submariner, who holds a 
Ph.D. In Chemistry and serves at the Naval Postgraduate School as Director 
of External Development; Dr. Warren Denner, Associate Professor of 
Oceanography; and several visitors to the Seminar on Ocean Pol icy 
offered by the Department of Nat ional Security Affairs in cooperation 
with the Department of Oceanography. 
EDITOR: 
Lieutenant Douglas A. Backes, USN, received his B.S. from the U. s. 
Naval Academy In 1970. He Is presently a candidate for a Master of 
Science In Oceanography at the Naval Postgraduate School. 
ASSOCIATE DITOR: 
Lieutenant WIiiiam Morris, USN, received his B.S. from the U.S. Naval 
Academy In 1972. He ls presently a candidate for a Master of Science 
in Oceanography at the Naval Postgraduate School. 




THE OCEAN AND WORLD ENVIRONMENT 
TODAY AND TOMORROW: * 
CRITICAL CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES 
Much literature has been published by scientists and futurists about 
today's · world, its problems and their Impact on the future.I Phrases 
like energy crises, environmental pollution, depletion of non-renewable 
raw mater.lals and the Increasing shortage of food reserves are in 
popular use and employed daily by politicians. But the pol icles pro-
posed by many of the politicians cause the informed citizen to doubt 
whether the politicians really understand the portent of their words. 
Many of the problems faced today have been Identified for quite some 
time, but the conventional governmental response has seldom reflected 
the urgency and Interrelatedness of any solution to such critical situa-
tions. It Is essential for this generation to recognize the present 
dangers and mounting crises, understand their possible Impact on Mankind 
and take appropriate actions. If Americans and other peoples don't 
proceed now to master these chat lenges, the present opportunities will 
pass and future generations, if not overwhelmed, wll I wonder at the 
Ignorance, Incompetence, and lnabl I lty of people "in the good old days" 
to assure the future well-being of mankind. 
Three questions ought to be asked by the concerned Individual: 
I. What are the critical challenges today, wl II they persist, and 
what probable consequences may be anticipated from our present 
pol lcies? 
2. What are the opportunities through meeting these cha I lenges 
of realizing mutual benefit for America and for the world? 
3. What costs can be anticipated in realizing these opportunities? 
The pol ltical scene has long been dominated by the two superpowers 
and their allies In their struggle for Influence or dominance since 
World War II. These superpowers and the world system which each 
espouses are wet I established. The emergence of non-al lied and so called 
third and even fourth world nations adds to the difficulties of assuring 
peace and security. These new nations are a volatile group vulnerable 
to exploitation. The threat that these nations may form an alienated 
block of dissatisfied claimants or spoilers Is very real. The u. S. 
and other democratic, developed and trading nations must help them find 
their role as partners In a new economic and political order. The 
democratic nations must always remain open to new Ideas and ready to 
* AUTHOR: 
Lieutenant Commander Klaus Luessow, Federal German Navy, was awarded a 
Master of Science In Applied Science In December, 1976 from the Naval 
Postgraduate School. 
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welcome any country that wants to Joi n Its efforts to the strugg le on 
behalf of a community of free, aspiring and developing peoples. 
The military situation Is most disturbing. Although mutual nuclear 
deterrence seems to have reduced t he Imminent posslbl lity of a third 
world war, the arms race js stll I on. The "Big Game" may be between 
NATO and the WARSAW PACT, but similar situations, albeit on a smaller 
scale, exist In the Near and Middle East, South Asia and the Far East, 
where the races proceed at a frenzied pace. Nuclear weapon pro I ite ra-
t ion Is a threatening possibility throughout the globe. If the present 
tr end continues, it is only a matter of time until nations blackmal I 
and threaten each other with nuclear weapons. The results may be 
terminal to mankind. 
Until recently, gover nments normally dealt wit h international and 
domestic politics as separate realms. The oil crisis Introduced a new 
awareness of the comprehensiveness and complexity of problems confront-
ing the world. Although global problems such as pollution, food 
shortage, and non-renewable materials were not new, the energy crisis 
revealed clearly the degree of Interdependence extant in today's world 
economy. While the developed countries weathered the embargo, an 
alarming result of the crisis was the economic devastation wrought on 
some forty non-oil producing underdeveloped nations now unable to 
maintain a tolerable balance of payments. 2 Obviously It is essential 
that any policy action be considered with respect to its global effects 
before decisions are made and irreparable harm done. 
When talking about the f uture of mankind, many point to the oceans 
as the potential supplier of unlimited energy, food and raw material s . 
But even in this vast area t he world Is threatened. National intere sts 
are valued higher than t he Interests of Mankind. Territoria l claims 
are being extended. The freedom of the high seas and effective rights 
of innocent passage are In jeopardy. Pressure to explore and exploit 
the ocean seabed Is increasingly felt by gove rnments. In actuality, 
the oceans are not a cornucopia. The danger of destroying the oceans 
natural balance-;-1,ecause of pol lutlon and Irresponsible exploitation, 
is Increasingly obvious today. The time has come for a comprehensive 
international agreemen t and national ocean policies that wil I ensure 
the survival of this, as yet, savable region on earth . 3 
When studying these cri t ical problems , one has t o r ecognize t he 
new characteristics of these cha I lenges: 
They concern every Involved indiv i dual on earth and, therefore, 
have to be solved in a global context. 
The current crises are not temporary; on t he contrary, time is 
a costly resou rce that is ru nn ing out to r all acceptable 
solutions. 4 
Solutions cannot be ac hieved by tradition a l, Isola t ed or uni-




A I though these er It! ca I cha 11 enges pose g i gant l,c prob I ems w I th I ong 
term consequences for the human race, they also offer opportunities in 
the manner problems may be solved. lt has to be accepted that all prob-
lems are Interrelated and it Is impossible to solve one without affect-
Ing the others. It is the strong opinion of the authors that a hol fstlc 
approach to these globa! problems Is mandatory. Nations must embrace 
the concept of a global community that Is responsible for the wel I-being 
and security of mankind. Responsible nations must cooperate In a 
genuine partnership, through concerned Individuals, non-governmental 
associations, governments, and international organizations for progress 
In every aspect of human concern. Only intimacy among nations can be 
the basis for security and economic development. Economic development 
does not mean economic growth without bounds; rather "organic" growth In 
the developed countries and rapid growth In the developing nations, in 
O order to close the economic gap between rich and poor natlons.3 
0 
The oceans offer the greatest present opportunity for a start In 
bui I ding a global, international community for the benefit of al 1.6 Al I 
the "right answers" to critical problems are not being offered here, but 
the approach Is thought to be essential In meeting present and future 
cha! lenges. If the cha I lenges are not attacked now and simultaneously, 
it wl II soon be too late to achieve solution desired by mankind. 
5 
AMERICAN GOALS AND POLICIES RESPONSIVE 
* TO DOMESTIC AND GLOBAL NEEDS 
Abraham Maslow Introduced the concept of a hierarchy of needs as 
the motivation of Man.7 The most basic and most powerful of these 
needs are those required for survival: food, water, air, sleep, and 
shelter.· Following these very basic necessities are t he needs for 
safety, love and belongingness, esteem and final ly, self-actualization. 
These needs are a corrvnon denominator to al I human kind. 
Satisfaction of the more basic needs imp I ies a decent standard of 
living, including employment with adequate Income, health, and educa-
tion. Satisfaction of the higher needs comes through personal aspira-
t ion and endeavor. 
Society and government are the framework within which to meet these 
needs. In order to do this, government must guara ntee some degree of 
order and stability, that is, security. Security, in turn, requires 
development and a sense of community. Without hope of development, 
people become dissatisf ied, and stabil tty and order are threatened. 
Without a sense of community, there is no shared purpose or basis for 
law. 
Scientific inquiry and knowledge are prere quisites to development. 
Thus, responsible scientific Investigation and the sharing of technology 
for the betterment of I ffe should permeate al I America's efforts in 
pursuit of development for a closer and wider community. 
Governments, In trying to maintain security, have encountered 
vario us obstacles: high energy costs, food shortages, environmental 
deterioration, economic Instabilities, and hindrances to scientific 
research. The United States must strive towards eliminating or minimiz-
ing these obstacles. 
Energy is and will continue to be a prevailing problem. Its 
scarceness is a threat to the comfort and living standards of mi I lions 
of people, the economic growth of nations and, In the extreme, life 
itself. The United States, a heavy user of energy, must be committed 
to achieving a sensible level of energy use and a wider distribution of 
energy in the world community. This necessarily requires the U.S. to 
pursue conservation and Increased efficiency in its energy use. At 
present the world is exploiting fossil fuels and nuclear energy from 
fission reactions to meet rrost demands. The former Is obviously I lmited 
a nd the latter faces possible economic and environmental problems. 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
* AUTHOR: 
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Alternative energy sources must be explored. 8 Until such new sources can 
be developed, however, conservation must be the dictum. Sound pricing 
policies9 can reduce wastefulness, cause wiser consumer decisions in 
energy use, and eventually lead to a more equitable global sharing of 
energy. 
Another serious problem facing Man is the shortage of food. Due to 
vagarfes of climate and weather, even the developed countries have had 
difficulties In producing enough food. In the underdeveloped countries, 
the shortages are more severe. Since, In the most basic sense, food is 
energy, analogous goals and policies apply. 
The ecological problem is closely tied to energy (and food). Con-
tinued population growth and indiscriminate Industrial development has 
meant increased energy needs and subsequent degradation of the environ-
0 ment. Pollution has rapidly grown from a local problem to a global one. 
0 
The air, land, and ocean environment are one of Man's most endangered 
resources. The ultimate goal Is to preserve this world environment to 
the extent that it will not only sustain life, but also provide an 
aesthetic life experience. To this end, the United States should promote 
conservation, planned development, and I imits to population growth at 
local, national, regional, and global levels. Setting environmental 
quality standardslO is a first step. This wi I I involve reconcil Ing 
various interests at all levels. A fol low-up step wi ii entai I a monitor-
ing program that can determine whether or not the standards are being 
met. America and its al I ies can provide the immediate leadership in 
this area. 
increasing interdependence In recent years has created the potential 
for a truly global economy. However, It has also provided countries 
whose exports are in high demand, the opportunity to manipulate the 
market in ways that may be contrary to global interests. America's 
objectives in economic policies are aimed at building a global economy 
that is favorable to the wel I-being and security of its people and the 
furtherance of their humanitarian ideals. The drawback is that the U. S, 
cannot accomplish this end alone. Thus, economic policies must be 
pursued wherein the U.S. acts in common with other developed countries 
who share a real concern for the effects on the developing nations. 
Attainment of more rational use of resources and effective safe-
guards for the environment is absolutely dependent on scientific know-
ledge. Yet, the freedom to conduct scientific research is being 
curtailed in many instances. As one response, American policies should 
support and lead international institutions in their endeavors to fur-
ther and share research. Such institutions could, and should,provide 
guarantees that research channeled through them is scientific and sub-
stantially free of commercial, military or political bias. These Insti-
tutions could also act as educational and training centers for 
scientists from the developing countries. Additionally, these institu-
tions could advance among governments, the participation of cognizant 
scientists in decision-making processes at al I levels. The work and 
7 
Influence of the World Mefeorological Organlzation,,with tts Regional 
and Nat lonal Metworks is one example of such a behavior Influencing 
t he institution. 
In summation, fulfillment of global needs Is concordant wtth the 
fulfi l lment of domestic needs. Many solut ions to the problems blocki ng 
that fuHi l lment may best be sought, and problems overcome, through 
international Institutions, due to the global scale of these problems. 
Furthermore, due to the urgent and publlc nature of these pervasive 
problems, lt Is imperative that the U.S. not only put together 
promptly a consistent set of responsive policies, but be seen by the 
pub I ic i n America and elsewhere in the world to be addressing their 




M~ANS TOWARD AN OCEAN POLICY 
FOR AMER I CA ANO THE WOR LO * 
Encompassed by seas to the North and South, as well as to the East 
and West, and possessing one Arctic and one Island State, the United 
States of America Is Inextricably I Inked to the World Ocean. The 
welfare of virtually all nations of the world Is dependent upon the sea 
in one way or another. The ocean ls thought of by many as being a 
"llmlttess reservoir" capable of providing ample energy, food, and raw 
materials to a world with an ever growing demand. This is not the case. 
The ocean, Just I Ike the land, Is resource I lmlted. If the exploita-
tion of the ocean is Improperly managed, this vast reservoir will be 
O exhausted before alternative resources can be found. It Is for this 
reason that Mankind needs a world-wide ocean pol Icy. The time for com-
prehensive lnternatlonal leglslatlon regarding the world ocean has 
0 
come. Further delay In attaining such agreement can only be detrimental 
to the optimal use of the ocean as a major contributor to achieving the 
well-being of the earth's Inhabitants and consolidating a sense of world 
community among them. 
The Third U.N. Conference on the Law of the Sea CUNCLOS II I) con-
vened In New York In December 1973 and held subsequent sessions In 
Caracas (1974), Geneva (1975) and New 1ork (1976). UNCLOS II I has yet to achieve a comprehensive agreement. 1 The past meetings, however, 
could be the jump off point for high level and rapid negotiations of a 
world-wide ocean policy. But before this can happen successfully, a 
predominant theme of international cooperation for the peaceful and 
beneflcial use of the ocean will have to be adopted by the participants. 
Success would be further enhanced by the participation of more pro-
fessional scientists as wel I as the usual diplomats In the negotiations. 
The authors believe that several key Issues must be resolved quickly 
in order to prevent a virtual breakdown of global negotiations and to 
forestal I further unilateral claims. The Interdependence of the issues, 
moreover, demands an all encompassing ocean settlement In which al I 
participants are winners. The major Issues Include: Navigation, 
Fisheries, Seabed Exploitation, Pollution Control, and Scientific 
Research. 
Concerning Navigation, the number of ships and the tonnage of 
shipping ls growing dally. The regime, routing and regulations appl le-
able to these ships needs to be set forth clearly and fairly. The 
present trend of countr I es to dee I are un I I atera I I y the extens I on of 
*AUTHOR: 
Commander Carlos Veltia, Venezuelan Navy, received his B.S. In Oceano-
graphy from the Naval Postgraduate School In 1976. He Is presently a 
candidate for a Master of Science In Oceanography from the Naval Post-
graduate Schoo I • 
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either their territorial sea, or economic zone, or path, ls contrary to 
the traditional freedom of the seas and contains great potential fo r 
conflict. The authors recommend three tenets as the basis for border 
solutions. First, a maximum territorial sea of twe lve nautica l miles. 
Secondly, a maximum economic zone of 200 nautical miles. Thi r dly, and 
absolutely essential, al.I straits located with i n those above-ment ioned 
bounds, · some 120 of them, as we[ I as other passages, be designed as 
zones of free and unlimited passage for ships and a i rcraft . Resolution 
of the r~mainlng high seas issues should come easl ly, once t he limits 
of the territorial sea and economic zone have been set and unfettered 
right of passage through straits estab l ished. Regulation and routing 
could be handled by an organization similar to the Interna t ional Civil 
Aviation Organization ( ICAO) which would be part of a new World Ocean 
Authority. 
Fisheries pose one of the most popular and press ing Issues of th e 
day. Presently, fishing is providing about te n percent of the world's 
protein with a catch of some seventy mi Ilion tons. Most of t his cat ch 
Is taken in by the more developed countries, whereas t he less developed 
countries, where people are in dire need of bot h protei n and other 
nutrlents, participate l it t le i n the harvest. The authors believe 
th at the developed natio ns shou ld ass ist less developed countries or 
r egional groupings of suc h countries to become more capab le of ext ract-
ing a larg er amount of food from the sea. This is one step that coul d 
be taken toward a general pol icy of investme nt in the deve lopment of 
people and their institutions, rather than simply giving commodity ai d 
to gover nments. In such a manner, a • r countries could become viable 
and self-respecting partners. At the same time, care must be taken to 
assure that only sustainable yields are caught and over-exploitation 
forb idden.12 Fishing rights are often a major reason for countries 
estab t ishing an economic zone. When the 200 mile zones of two or more 
countr i es would overlap, t he states wil I have to cooperate together to 
ass ure each a fair share, normally based on the principles of equal 
d istance from base shore I ine s .13 Addition a l cooperat ion is required 
to ensure the preserva t ion of sea l ife breeding habitats and migrat ion 
patterns that are divided by the zones. 
Agreement concerni ng the ownership, exploitation and regulation of 
the seabed must be rea ched qu ickly in order to avoid conflicting claims 
of prospectors, entrep r eneurs, governments and international organiza-
t ions. Two uses of the seabed are predominant issues today: Mining 
for resources, and the placing of weapons on or in the seabed.14 At 
present, only a small percentage of t he world's countries have the 
t echnology, capital and manageria l skills that enable them to mine the 
seabed. The authors suggest that, in order to begin the difficult, ex-
pensive and demanding tasks of deep sea exploitation, an international 
consort ium be authorized, subject to regulation by the previously men-
tioned World Ocean Authority, in which developed countries would have 
the major responsibility and burden unti I the year 2002. Thereafter, 
the U.N. General Assembly and the pr oposed Deep Sea Mining Consortium 





Initial period, however,· less developed countries . desiring to partic i-
pate should be assured at least peripheral par ti c ipation, with 70% of 
the capital shares loaned by the World Bank, technological education 
of personnel offered through the U.N. University, and opportunities for 
employment guaranteed to qualified national candidates by the World 
Ocean Authority. Fees. collected by the World Ocean Authority could be 
used; first for a U.N. Marine Science and Technology Agency (MSTA) at 
the service of al I nations (about which more appears below); secondly, 
to comp,ensate industrie s adversely affected by competitive deep sea 
mining; and thirdly, for development projects. Rapid formulation and 
Implementation of an international policy tor deep ocean mining is a 
needed prerequisite for the government and se curity of the ant icipated 
facilities on or under the high seas. Law and o rder may be provided 
more effectively and satisfactorily by an International regime than by 
various national or private arrangements. 
Technological progress is rapidly making areas of the deep seabed 
avai I able for weapons installation. One conclusion reached by the 
authors on this issue leads them to recommend simply that unmanned 
weapons be precluded from placement there. Such prohibition would 
prevent an "arms race" from evolving in this vast area, and remove a 
dangerous dimension to accidental or international devastation. 
Pollution control is essential if Mankind is to avoid self-destruc-
tion, and the Earth, wit h its many higher forms of I ife, is to survive. 
Human activities, both continental and oceanic, are sources of contami-
nation in the ·sea. Since the seas are a dynamic system, anything that 
finds its way into them, either naturally or by Man, does not remain 
locally placed. Instead, It ls mixed In and becomes a part of the 
overal I system. Marine biologists and others have often spoken of the 
delicate balance that must be maintained within this system in order to 
continue life in the sea. 15 Al I nations must take action to stop the 
indiscriminate, uncontrolled dumping of wastes Into this, yet savable, 
region of the earth, Pol lutlon control regulation of the world could 
be accomplished through the proposed World Ocean Authority. Its direct 
authority should cover al I area outside the te r ritorial seas. Within 
the economic zone, coastal states could impose stricter regulations. 
O Additionally, the riparian state should be responsible for any pollution 
that originates within it s territorial sea and is transported or flows 
either into cognizant areas of the World Ocean Authority or neighboring 
states. The safe ex istence, regarding pollution, of oceanic life 
forms that require temporary habitation within a riparian state's 
territorial bounds, is the responsibility of the respective state, 
while the ocean dwel fer is within its borders. 
Scientific Research in the ocean must go on if Man is to continue 
to achieve and share knowledge of the seas. Only the sharing of know-
ledge can provide the basis for a wiser use of the world ocean . 
The need for greater and wider sharing of knowledge about the 
ocean and the promise of what may be achieved through marine research 
11 
and tech nology warrant the formation of a Marine Science and Technology 
Agency, as a U.N. Specialized Agency equa l to the FAO, !LO, IM:O, and 
UNESCO, each of wh ich now have pieces of the mari time puzz le. One of 
the features of the ocean science organ ization would be a bank of 
oceanographic Information for all to use.16 As a .9.':!..!.E. pro quo and in 
order to advance researGh without i nterference by national authorities, 
a llberal world-wide pol icy must be estab l ished wit h few, explicit 
restrictions, such as the three that fo l low. First, research within 
territorial limits require the permiss ion of t he sovere ign state. 
Secondly, any shlp wishing to enter an economic zone or territorial 
sea for research purposes, provide, at least t hi rty days In advance, 
written notice t o the riparian state and to the Marine Science Technol-
ogy Agency. Thirdly, visiting research sh ips operating In economic 
zones be open to i nspection and scientific participat ion by both the 
riparian state and, at the rlpar lan's inv ita ti on, to agenc ies of the 
ocean science org anization. 
Institutional arrangements are as important In formulat ing plans, 
resolving d (f ferences and Implementi ng decisio ns for the oceanic area 
as for the ter r es t rial. The United States must have adequate govern-
mental machinery to handle In an efficient way t he resolution of the 
world ocean question to Its own satisfaction. What seems to be needed 
is an inte r -agency Cabinet Committee, with possible formal consultative 
participation by cognizant Senators and Congressmen. Also, within the 
Department of State, Oceanic Bureaus should be set up simi lar to the 
Geographic Bureau, but manned by people drawn from other interested 
Federal agencies and coastal state governments where applicable. Surely, 
not even a comprehensive package of agreements governing Navigation, 
Fisheries, Seabed Exploitation, Pol lutlon Control, and Scientific 
Research wil I end the need for machinery and good wil I devoted to ocean 
policy problems. The authors recommend that a World Ocean Authority 
be established for th is continuing purpose . Its charter should look 
to the establishment of a world community respecting the ocean and the 






A SECURITY STRATEGY AND MILITARY 
POSTURE FOR A CHANGING AND 
INCREASINGLY INTERDEPENDENT. WORLD* 
I saw a regiment of-soldiers shuffling and stumbling 
Holding each other's hands for guidance, 
Fal I Ing into the ditches, fal I ing on the plain road, 
Unde·r orders to garrison the empty city. 
The furious I ight of what kTlled the city had killed their eyes 
At three hundred miles' distance. Oh faithful ones 
Do you sti 11 make war? 
- Robinson Jeffers 
The state of Man has long been conditioned by the actions and reac-
tions of sovereign states. Both tragedy and comedy abound. Too often, 
a people's lack of objectivity in evaluating the intentions of other 
nations has led to conflict, and such failures may continue in the 
future. Governments, in dealing with one another In the past, appear 
to have been guided neither by an Instinct for self-preservation in the 
most basic sense, nor reasoned calculations of an economic character, 
but by perceived requirements to pursue and defend national Interests, 
even at the expense of aspirations for personal, family or .national 
development and security. Even national and international security have 
become equated with military power, just as national wel I-being and 
wealth were once measured by gold. 
The decade of the 19701s marks a turning point in how we should 
address the real problems of global community relations. An awareness 
of the economic, social, and political interdependence among peoples 
of the world is growing. However, the fact that military force is sti I I 
immediately offered for the resolution of conflict is alarming and 
dangerous. As Mankind explores and experiences the benefits of world 
community, military coercion must be viewed as the least acceptable 
instrument of fostering peace. The authors recognize and affirm the 
necessary role of military forces in keeping or restoring international 
peace. They also understand and advocate that pacific international 
means tor resolving conflict, keeping peace, or restoring security must 
chara cterize the emerging New International Order. 
Prospects for a world of peace are threatened on many fronts. 
Mutual nuclear deterrence between the United States and the Soviet 
Union has reduced the possibility of a Third World War. However, the 
threat of a limited scale, pre-emptive attack is ever present. Soviet 
aggression remains a real threat to all states on her perimeter. A 
continuing, wor ld-wid e arms race, nuclear weapon prol iteration, and 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
* AUTHOR: 
Lieutenant Craig Nelson, USNOAA, received his B.S. from Yale in 1971, 
received his M.S. in Oceanography in June 1976 and Is presently a Ph.D. 
candidate at the Naval Postgraduate School. 
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terrorism, threaten nations and people everywhere. •The United States 
may have to respond at any moment to situations In which military In-
tervention may only be one of many possible options, or to situations 
in which any active mil ltary participation by the United States would 
be total fy unacceptable. Any of these situations may become critical. 
Much Imagination wi I I be necessary to anticipate the magnitude of 
problems that may arise from terrorism, the proliferation of means of 
mass disFuption, or International intimidation by the threat of force 
or economic warfare. Even the economic and social demands of an 
emerging, nationalistic Third World belong on the U.S. National 
Security Councl I's "Threat List." The potentiality of nuclear weapon 
pro I i ferat ion to "Nth" Powers became evident fo I lowing India I s exp Io-
s I on of a "peaceful nuclear device" in 1974. Terrorist activities In 
the Middle East went unabated throughout the first half of the decade. 
The crisis In Angola posed the question of an appropriate U.S. response 
to an internal civil war fueled by Communist Bloc intervention. The 
recent "Cold War" illustrated the potentially damaging consequences of 
bosti lities, even among allies, occurring over resources. 
The oi I crisis of 1973 high I ighted the expanding role of the Third 
World nations. The oi I embargo also put the developed countries of the 
world on warning that they must become capable of dealing with threats 
of Interruption In the trade of vital commodities. New responses to 
s uch situations require an increased awareness of both the widening 
scope of international relations and the greater consequences of ml li-
tary actions. ~esponsible policies must be formulated to i nsure the 
preservation of the United States and i ts al lies as wel l as guarantee 
the peace and security of the world. 
The basic interests of Mankind may be served best by creating an 
environment in which the people of every nation may develop with al I 
others a symbiotic relationship. The foundation of a global community 
must be built upon the consent of the governed, respect for the law, 
and the dignity of the individua l . Attalnmen 7 of such a world order is of basic importance to the United States. 1 
International tensions must be relieved and replaced by assoc iations 
that wi I I nurture strong global community bonds. The global threat of 
large-scale or nuclear war must be further reduced or eliminated. In 
the short term, this may only mean preserving the present strategic 
balance between the United States and the Soviet Union. In the long 
term, substantial disarmament would be beneficial. A strengthened 
global non-proliferation policy must be to take action to ensure that 
a nation's decision to forego nuclear weapons wil I demonstrably enhance 
its own security and welfare. 
The economic growth and pol itlca l leadership of t he United States 
remain substantial in the non-Communist world. This influence can be 
used to advance national interests. The United States must maintain 





princip a lly t o c reate a healthy, even attractlvE!,· economic system; 
advance the cause of democratic pol itlcal processes; and display a 
mutually supportive front against any adventurous Soviet policles in 
Europe, Asia or el s ewhere. Dependable sources of raw materials may be 
secured by building stronger economic, social, and pol ltical links 
among the developed and the developing nations of the world. United 
States' security interests would be served wel I by establishing varied 
transnational and governmental working relationships with the Third 
World nations, particularly the coastal states. 
Terrorism may prove to be the most difficult menace to eliminate. 
The world community must collectively develop the capabfl ity to deter 
terrorist activi t ies, particularly those which may lead to nuclear black-
mail. If thi s sort of disorder remains unchecked, the consequences would 
be grave. 
The collective actions of all nations must be marshalled and harnessed 
in constructive ways to promote community building, well-being, and 
security. World-wide networks for conflict resolution, peace keeping 
and peace enforcement should be encouraged. The responsibilities for 
maintaining world order must lie with the member nations. 
The future structure of military forces in the United States wi I I be 
determined by pol icy changes initiated in the late 19701s. The growing 
need for world community has focused attention on three aspects of U.S. 
military influence. First, the United States must evaluate its future 
role and positions within the world community and plan its defense 
structures accordingly. This wi I I require new decisions and policies 
that define and promote desirable and supportive roles for the U.S. 
Armed Forces in peacetime as wel I as conflict, to advance America's 
economic, sociological and political interests. Secondly, the United 
States should no longer virtually alone, except for NATO, maintain a 
world-wide security force. The world arena has become too large, the 
number of capable players too significant to Ignore, and the expense of 
not sharing the burdens and responsibilities have become too great. 
Mutual defense relationships must be encouraged in an ad hoc manner. 
In some way, nearly every nation might be motivated toaccept some of 
0 the responsibilities and burden for fostering, maintaining, and insuring 
world peace. Finally, the authors suggest that the objectives of com-
munity building as wel I as security may be advanced by creating an 
omniscient "peace watch", that is, a world situation center. This global 
watch center could be organized under the auspices of the United Nations 
Secretary General, which might function with regional centers and in 
liaison with significant international commands, such as SACEUR and 
Warsaw Pact GHQ. This "peace watch" could usefully and perhaps best 
operate as part of a similarly designed "earth watch," the function of 
which would be to monitor the environment for Mankind. 
Unti J a world of peace can be achieved, the sobering real lty of the 
present world situation must be recognized. Therefore, the authors 
anticipate that military forces will have to contribute their influence 
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in support ot U.S. Foreign Policy. The substance 0t the U.S. mili t ary 
posture Is two-to ld: 
I) an adequate strategic nuclear capabi l ity to deter or counter 
threats to the Free World, and 
2) substantial conventional capabillt les to protect and project 
political influence abroad and assure tra nquility at home. These missions 
require the support of an effective system of survell lance and intelli-
gence assessment. 
The present and future composit ion ot U.S. strategic offensive 
forces and general purpose forces have been widely discussed. lB,19,2 0 
The authors do not wish to add their own subject ive analysis respecting 
weapons systems and manpower req ui rements. Whil e the authors agree that 0 
the U.S. military forces shoul d not be diminished un i laterally, they 
would not preclude significan t changes in t he s t ruct ure or dep loyment of 
these forces. Implementation of three basic concep t s may al low the 
United States to achieve greater mi Jltary Inf luence from the reso urces 
available. First, interservice, mutual suppor t must be stresse d in our 
own Armed Forces. Secondly, strong cooperation wi t h a l lies in shared 
defensive systems must be actively pursued. Third ly, some reorgan lza-
t I on of the major components o f the U. S. Armed Forces is necessary in 
order to achieve a balanced and cost-effective mix of strateg ic and 
conventional weapon systems that are designed for peacet ime roles as 
wel I as combat missions. These decisio ns must necessari ly increase the 
number of options available to the United States so that this country 
can respond with greater flexibility to the increasing complexlties of 
world situations. 
The authors support the spir i t and intent of the Strategic Arms 
Limitations Talks between the Unit ed States and the Soviet Union. How-
ever, the reality of these negotiations is not reassuring. Uni latera l 
nuclear disarmament would be detrimental to the defense of Western 
Europe and the United States and should not be purs ued . The Uni ted 
States must remain sensitive to Improvements in Soviet strategic weapons 
capabi ll ties. Selective replacement of physically deteriorating systems 
wi I I be necessary to maintain the present capabilities ot the United 0 
States. "State of the art" technology should be employed to improve 
present capab i I it i es to detect and "neutra I i ze" Sov I et strateg ic offen-
sive weapons. Anti-submarine and undersea warfare are vital parts of a 
counterforce scenario and must receive effective development and fund ing. 
Satel I ite survei t lance may prove to be an effective counter-measure to 
Sov iet land-based weapons. 
Communist Bloc influence may be balanced by other additional means 
short of risking nuclea r war. The convent ional for ce capabl I ities of 
the United States should be improved i n conjunction wi th, and participa-
t ion of, our Al li es and Friendly Powers . Intermediate conventional and 
low intensity options shou ld be developed and emphasized. The foresee-
able crises should be cont ained by convention a l means, it at a l I poss i ble . 
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The greatest dir ect threat to the United States may evolve from an 
erosion of the mi I itary balance in Europe. Therefore, it is paramount 
that the United States act now to reverse the present declining t rends 
in the mi I itary strength of NATO relative to the Warsaw Pact nations. 
Political and economic reinvigoration of the North Atlantic Al I lance 
wil I be required. The United States may be required to Increase, rather 
than decrease, land-based force corm1itments in Western Europe. The com-
bined Al lied forces must increase their naval presence on the periphery 
of Europ.e--ln the Medit e rranean and In the northern seas. A continued 
decline in the naval capabi I ities of Western Europe and the United States 
could invite less cautious behavior by the Soviet Union. 
The present al I iance s between the United States and the nations In 
the Pacific and East As ia should be continued and their joint Institu-
tions and operatio ns str e ngthened. Greater emphasis must be devoted to 
increasing cultural I inks and furthering the observance of human rights. 
The security interest s of the United States wl I I be served best by trans-
ferring a greater portion of the responsibility for International security 
to associated natio ns in that area, such as ANZUS and ASEAN as wel I as 
new partnerships. 
A similar policy should be fol lowed with respect to Latin America. 
Stronger U.S. economic commitments to Latin America and indirect mi Ii-
tary support, such as through joint training exercises, would be in 
America's interest. The cha I lenge today Is to achieve a settlement in 
the Canal Zone which wil I be acceptable to both Panama and the United 
States. This may be considered an excel lent opportunity to demonstrate 
the abi I ity to achieve e ffective solutions through international coopera-
tion. The Inter-Americanization of the now U.S. Southern Command Head-
quarters in the zone might symbolize the movement to a shared responsi-
bility for the Hemisphere ' s defense. 
The Armed Force s of th e United States should be used more effective-
ly as a peacetime arm of t he America's Foreign Pol icy. Now Is a critical 
period In which th e peace ful and humanitarian projection of U.S. 
influence in the Th ird and Fourth Worlds may determine whether or not 
the United State s wil I be able to earn a strong position of trust and 
O leadership in worl d affairs. In order to achieve this goa l, the United 
States must be abl e to deploy Its ml lltary forces in a flexible manner, 
including such non-militant roles as medical corpsmen, engineers and 
scientists. Ways must be found to introduce American or multi lateral in-
fluences while minimizing the I ikellhood of polit ical or psychological 
harm. 
U.S. military forces, wherever feasible, should be des igned for "dual 
roles" ar.d objectives of (I) immediate combat readiness and, alterna t ively, 
(2) peacetime usefulness within professional specialties. This could be 
effected by a judiciou s mix of a few high cost, sophisticated weapon 
platforms, and a larger number of low cost, multiple purpose platforms 
design ed to operate independently in remote areas of the globe. Optimi-
zation of a "High/ Low" mix for the United States must al so consider the 
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contr i butions our Al Iles · can make to the "Low" side of a combined operat-
ing force. Effective projection of U. s. political Influence in much of 
the world can be achieved by unoppressive "show of force". American 
Embassies should be organized and Consular establishments deployed so as 
to make more effective use of the support Implied here. 
The national strategy and mil ltary forces of the United States must 
incorporate suffic ient sophistication and flexlbil ity to enable America, 
its Al Iles and Friends to maintain their political, economic and humani-
taria n interests. Inf lexible military pol rctes would I lkely prove 
detrimental to world peace and security. The United States must pla n 
now in a holistlc way, t o meet the future needs of a rapidly coalescing 
"world system" - a society being shaped by the varied interests of 
developed countries ba lanced by the asp i rations of deve lopi ng nat ions, 
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SOCIAL STRUCTURE OF NAVY DEEP OCEAN 
SURVEY SHIPS 
by 
Jerr y W. Reshew 
An often forgotten, but important element of the Navy 
is the work performed by the Naval Oceanographic Office. 
This Office has as a major part of its mission the 
responsibi I ity to collect and analyze hydrographic and 
geophysical data from the oceans of the world. This 
mission is achieved as the result of ful I time deploy-
ment of three large and one medium deep ocean moving 
ships. 
Each of these four ships has a social structure which is 
unique for navy vessels. Namely, each vessel has a staff 
comprising four distinct groups; these groups contain a 
mixture of civi I ian and Navy personnel. 
The author indicates the social interaction between each 
of the four groups and how soc ial dynamics come into 
play so as to minimize organizational friction to enable 
achievement of their mission. 
This paper was submitted to Commander Richard A. McGonigal 
in part i a I tu If i I I ment of course requ I rements for Socio-
Jog i ca I Analysi s (MN 3123). 
The Editors 
Mr. Jerry W. Reshew received his B.S. degree from the George 
Washington University. He is presently a candidate to~ the M.S. 
degree in Management at the Naval Postgraduate School. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The Naval Oceanographic Office (NAVOCEANO) has, as a maj or part of 
Its organizational mission, the responsibl I ity to collect and analyze 
hydrographic and geophysical data In the deep ocean.I In a typical year, 
over hal·f a mi I I Ion track ml les of precisely control led bathymetric In-
formation and hundreds of thousands of grav i ty and magnetic data are 
collected? as part of the Ocean Surveys Program. These accompl ishments 
are the result of full time deployment of three large and one medium deep 
ocean survey ships modified to perform bathymetrlc and geophysica l sur-
veys. This paper wil l describe the societal structures Involved In 
these surveys and re late the forces of these structures to prevalent 
soc iological theories. 
"The sh ip l s a c it y, and its members the society 113 Is a statement by 
a group of naval architects. The social structures whlch make up the 
society of the Navy's deep water data acquisition fleet are comprised 
of four distinct gro ups: MIi i tary Seal 1ft Command (MSC) sh ip operating 
personnel, an Oceanograph ic Unit (OCUNIT) consisting of Navy officer and 
en 11 sted personne I , NAVOCEANO c 1 v 111 an sc I ant I sts and technicians, and 
civilia n contractor representatives. Each group has a clear ly stated 
responslbll lty of , tmfted scope and there Is social contact to a varying 
degree between groups. There is a societa l Impact In the Intergro up 
perceptions and areas of group friction occur. Hierarchy exists In 
different 2egrees between groups and acts as a distance maintaining 
mechanis m. 
THE PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT 
The deepwater bathymetrlc survey fleet has been in cont i nuous opera-
tion since the 1960s. Converted World War II 455 1 long Victory hul Is 
displacing 13,000 tons are outfitted with the most. advanced bathymetric 
data col lectlon equipment avai Jable and are employed for continuous 
operations on a 28 sea/7 day port cycle. Accommodations aboard these 
s hips are considered adequate by at I of the groups and MSC has upgraded 
specific habltabil ity items In response to NAVOCEANO reques t s. Normal 
aging has had its effect and rep lacement hul ts are modi fied as needed in 
order to maintain the f !eet size. 
Working areas are divided into a survey operating area within the 
midships and berthing for survey personnel is in close proximity to t he 
work area. MSC personnel are not authorize d access to the survey working 
spaces because of the security aspects of the work. This Is a segrega-
t ion of the society into the two prime groups. An MSC officer on another 
oceanographic ship noted that it is "human nature for crew members to 
want to know what they are dropping over the side of the shlp. 115 
Security classification of results and techn iques acts as a socia l barrie r . 




responsibl I ltles which ·required the classical sur.veyor to use his wits 
and experience t o surmount technical problems have been replaced by less 
demanding ones. Machine tending and data compilation on a twenty-tour 
hour basis are now th e elements ot the job. The survey center is a caco-
phony of sound and reality becomes the seeming ly unending data display. 
Production demands are the I itany of the res ponsi b le managers. 
THE SOCIETY 
Shipboard society consists of four distin ct sub-groups comprising a 
total of 102 people. Since the composition of t he society is mission 
oriented and no billets are provided for trainees, the thrust of the 
society members is to do the job adequately and then consider the off 
duty time as a personal prerogative. Off duty time varies In the differ-
ent groups, another differentiation in the society. This differentiation 
is also manifested in the berthing and messing arrangements. Conti ict 
is most related to the latter differentiation, but it is a beneficial 
Irritant approaching L.A. Coser's premise that Inter-group conflict is 
productive of vitality. 6 The fol lowing table depicts the structure: 
Social Group Officer* En I isted 
MSC 12 47 
OCUNIT 3 25 
NAVOCEANO 10** 
CONTRACTOR 5 
* Includes al I ship's officers, civi I ian employees above GS-I I, and 
Navy off i'cers 
**Civilians below GS-9 are considered as CPO. Average working grade 
Is GS-I I. 
NAVOCEANO has bee n aggressive in administering the Equal Employment 
Opportunity obje cti ves of the Navy and has encouraged minori t y employees 
to participate in f ield operations. The social structure within al I 
groups contains minor ity members in varying ratios at any time. NAVOCEANO 
also pioneered in the deployment of women scientists and technici ans on 
these surveys. 
A. MILITARY SEALIFT COMMAND 
The ship is under direct operational contr o l of the MSC assigned 
Master, a civilian maritime officer. This officer is responsible for 
al I decisions regarding actual ship board procedures involving the safety 
of the ship and ~e has control of the bridge. Ship's officers report to 
him and his authority extends to al I of the operat ing personnel. MSC 
quarters are separate from the 'tenant' quarters and normal operations 
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do not require interaction ·between the MSC operating crew and the other 
social groups. Ship's track Is selected by the OCUNlT commander and the 
senior civi I ian, and the survey Is worked by scientific personnel, but 
the Master has final authority and may, for safety reasons, override 
orders and recommendations of the others aboard. 
Responsibi I ities of fhe MSC personnel are similar to those of the 
crew of any ship of like size. The Engineering department reports to 
the Master through the Chief Engineer and seems to be a separate group 
from the remainder of the crew, but the working relationships within the 
group appear harmonious. Many of the seamen have been aboard these 
ships for upwards of five years and seem to find the conditions of employ-
ment adequate and the environment pleasant. The crew and officers enjoy 
all the advantages of U.S. Civil Service employees and are assured of 
a berth wherever they desire one. 0 
B. NAVY OCEANOGRAPHIC UNIT 
The OCUNIT ls a detached activity under control of the Commander, 
Naval Oceanographic Office, and is commanded by a LCDR of the 1800 series 
community. Al I responsibility for successful completion of the survey 
is assigned to the OCUNIT commander and his decision as to adequacy of 
collected data is final. The principal duties of the OCUNIT are the 
maintenance of the survey equipment and the reproduction of the complied 
dat a . Enlisted members of the OCUNIT normally work an eight hour duty 
period and are scheduled to stand a conning watch. 
The majority of the enlisted members are electronic technicians and 
have, in many cases, either attended technical or community colleges 
prior to enlistment. Some of t he members are college graduates. 
Recreational facilities available t o the OCUNIT are separate from those 
provided to the MSC crew and consist of an enlisted lounge and an 
officer's recreation room. 
Assignment to an OCUNIT is for a one year period and normally would 
not be extended. Since the equipment which is used In the survey suite 
on the ship is unique, training and fami I iarization with the survey 
operation, plus shore leave and yard periods, leaves a period much less 
than a year when any member is considered a fully qua I ified and contri-
buting part of the group. 
C. CIVILIAN CONTRACTORS 
Five civil Ian contractor representatives are responsible for equip-
ment maintenance and upgrading at a l evel higher than that of t he OCUNIT. 
They are engineers and are considered exper t In the individual special-
ties which are involved. The engineers are not requi red to work on any 
established schedule and are on dut y as their services are needed. Re-





have been as s igned t o th e ships for a period of ,three to five years. 
Their status is unique in the society and th ey Interact primarily by 
virtue of t heir expert authority. The success of the program is highly 
dependent on their efforts. 
D. NAVOCEANO CIVILIAN EMPLOYEES 
The civilian oceanographers are responsi ble for the technical aspects 
of the survey and the senior oceanographer i s g iven the designation 
Senior NAVOCEANO Repres entative (SNR). He is administrativel y respon-
sible for the civilian contingent and coordinates the survey with the 
OCUNIT commander.7 The experience which he brings to the job is normally 
gained by working up through the Civil Service scales and might typically 
consist of ten to fifteen years of going to se a In increasing roles of 
responsibility. He is the source of al I shift schedules and makes 
determinations as to overtime work, leave schedules, and the myriad other 
decisions of a first line manager. The work re quired of the civilians 
is primarily that of data compilation and survey planning . Close working 
relations between the Survey Officer and the OCUNIT commander exist and a 
strict protocol is establ I shed so that desires of one wi I I not encroach 
upon the other's auth ority. 
NAVOCEANO civilians are invited to use the recreation facilities but 
have none of their own assigned. Differentiati on exists betwee n these 
groups to a greater extent than between any other combination. The 
civilian normally is assigned for a ninety day period and then returns 
to the office for the next ninety days, but it is not at al I unusual for 
a NAVOCEANO civilian to deploy for six month periods, thereby al lowing 
him a six month shore assignment. Most people in the program have been 
going to sea for t heir entire career and personally identify with the 
program. 
SOCIETAL INTERACTION 
A. SOCIETAL INTERACTION FROM THE CIVILIAN VIEW 
Interview s with people actively engaged in the program indicates that 
the MSC group is self contained and does not become part of the social 
interface as do th e other groups. The survey operation is separate from 
the ship operati on and the predominant contract which would occur is on 
the social level rat her than on a professional one. While there is an 
occasional problem between groups, it is normally related to perceptions 
of less than satisfactory actions concerning habitabillty factors such as 
steward services, meal adequacy and the like. The social conflict which 
is evident on the ship is mainly between the OCUNIT and the NAVOCEANO 
civl lians. The social perceptions, from the viewpoint of the civilian 
oceanographer , are related to Dahrendorf's observations on authority and 
the trappings of power. 
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Assignment to the ship's bert h ing is the responsibility of the OCUNIT 
commander. , tis the observation of an intervlewed'executive in the 
progra m that a principal source of complaint and friction in the society 
is related to berthing arrangements. The available spaces for berthing 
are a mixture of single, double, triple, and quad spaces. The three 
officers of the OCUNIT, ~nd occasionally a CPO, wi I I be assigned indi-
vidual rooms. The civil Ian SNR Is also assigned a single room, but the 
remaining clvi I Ian employees are required to share their privacy. Since 
there is .a military/civil service equivalency table recognized by the 
Navy, and since this equlvalency Is noted·on the Individual's OoD Identi-
fication, t he affected Individual feels that his power base has been 
eroded. An incursion Into his group has been made arbltrarl ly and he has 
received nothing in return for this yielding of power. By establishing 
the conditi on that all but the senior civilian wil I share private space, 
the Navy has declared a hostile situation and created a turbulent field O 
environment. The bond between Individual civi Jians is stronger than the 
bond between the group and the Navy. The characteristic term used to 
describe these relations was "a guarded truce". 
While the berthing arrangement might seem trivial, it Is only In 
these trivial areas that conflict can be exhibited, since the mission 
must be accomplished satlstactori ly in order for any of the groups to 
survive. This Issue Is repeated in most interviews with civilians. 
From a basic sociological view, the differentiation of the Navy Is already 
established in the uniform and legitimate hierarchy. The OCUNIT com-
mander has legitimate, codified authority and exercises it by assignment 
of berths. Since this power Is legitimately available, and the average 
civilian is only aboard for three months, it Is a good investment for 
the OCUNIT commander, since the al ienatlon resulting from the action is 
minimal. 
When asked it there were any other sign i ficant conf l icts, the general 
answer was negative. Observat ions were made that in past years a major 
source of conflict was open d iscuss ion of relative salary. Inflammatory 
questions would be asked by any group of any other group and bad feel-
ings about relative worth would permeate the environment. The inter-
viewed people express the opin ion that such discussions are now unheard 
and that a tacit agreement, though unstate d, is in effect and the topic 
of salary is forbidden. This taboo crosses al I four societies on the 0 
ship and has not been violated. 
Social exchange between communities is seen in the messing facility 
and at the evening motion picture showing. No formal wardroom exists 
on the survey ship, rather a common dining hal I is shared by the civilians, 
MSC officers, and the OCUNIT officers. The master's table Is shared by 
the first mate, chief engineer, OCUNIT commander, and the SNR. It Is 
through this daily contact that the commonal ity of mission ls reinforced 
and a feeling of "Gemeinschaft 11 is establ I shed. The civi I ians and MSC 
officers are free to change seatings as required by their schedules and 
the social milieu is friendly. Evening motion pictu re entertainment Is 
shared in the same way, but enlisted members are also invited. MSC crew-
men have their own fi Im projection equ ipment and view the same films 
at a different time. 
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The turbulent I ife cycles and styles of the 1~60s have subsided, 
but comments as to their impact on the survey ship were solicited. 
Decorum at dinner is a "civl J ized" tradi-tion on al I ships, but during 
the -time of s-tudent rebel I ion and you-thful assertion, this -tradition 
was shaken to its foundation. The master and ship's officers were 
appal led at the young,_pony-tai led, sandal-wearing, often sockless 
scientist in the dining room. Appeals were made to the SNR to have 
these people conform, the stated reason being that people that did not 
respect tradition could no-t help but be less efficient. As mores and 
styles moderated in the 1970s, extremes of dress are not as obvious 
on the ship and, while stil I highly individual, the flagrant undiffer-
entlation does not seem to pose a threat to those in power. The 
realization that social conformity did not indicate superior ability, 
any more than nonconformity Indicated poor performance, was a revela-
0 tlon which had a positive social reaction. 
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B. SOCIETAL INTERACTION FROM THE MILITARY VIEW 
When interviewed regarding a prior assignment to a bathymetric sur-
vey ship, a junior officer reflected the identical concern over 
habitabiJ ity as the principal cause of conflict. His perceptions of 
the shipboard environment were concentrated on the relative permanence 
of the assigned personnel and the feeling that the OCUNIT was the host 
for the civilian oceanographic people while they were temporary guests. 
This temporary situation required an awareness of "guest" status which 
was not perceived by the clvi I service people who feel that their 
mission ls paramount to success of the survey. Both the MSC and OCUNIT 
quarters are "home" to these elements of the social group and as such 
should be recognized with some deference to the environment. Feelings 
of professional ism on the part of the military are strong, and the 
rather casual approach to shipboard conventions exhibited by the guests 
are resented. There is a consideration of "place" which is not under-
stood by the civi I ian, and as a temporary inhabitant of the environment 
he is many times considered inconsiderate. Common housekeeping 
courtesies in the working spaces are many times ignored and this becomes 
an irritant to those who regard the ship as home. 
Since there are always new civilians reporting for their first tour 
aboard, it is felt that they have not been adequately briefed and pre-
pared to accept the common rules of I ife on a ship. Disregard for 
basic rules of shipboard safety must be brought to their attention and 
the courtesies and traditions of the environment must be explained. 
While these are acceptable life style adjustments for most people, 
there are those who feel constrained by them and some resentment results. 
A sensitivity exists between the OCUNIT and the MSC, since they are all 
sailors and feel that they understand each other, the sea being a 
common denominator. The contractor personnel are considered permanent 
residents in the social milieu and are generally in the background of 
any interaction. The question of "who is in charge?" is only raised 
by inference and some MSC masters are prone to mention the fact that 
there is only one captain on the ship. Reference to the OCUNIT commander 
as "skipper" or "captain" by the members of the unit is an irritant and 
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some corrmanders have removed thts friction by req u~stlng that they be 
addressed as "commander". 
Interviews wit h ot her former OCUNIT personne l suggest t hat the host/ 
guest relationship is t he perceived socia l structure. Friction seems more 
a matter of personal like and dis I Ike re lated to individual persona l ity. 
Comments rega r ding t he positive inf , uence of NAVOCEANO fema!e scientists 
aboard were made. A woman aboard seems to normalize dining and working, 
and It l.s seen as a "c i vi I izing" factor. 
Disciplinary problems in the OCUNIT seem to be much lower than on 
other Navy sh ips. ln the year of the respondent's tour there was only 
one occasion on which a mast was hel d. Morale ls considered ve r y high 
and the officers feel that the enl i sted members are a special breed, 
"some of the best men in the Navy". The ratings held by these technical 
specia l is t s are the result of rigorous tra ining and testing, therefore 
the mot ivat ion Is cons idered high . When asked to make a comparison of 
his perceptions of the deep ocean survey sh ip with other survey sh ips 
on which he had s~rved, he felt tha t t he OSP ships were ideal from a 
military discipline aspect. 
C. AGE DIFFERENCES BY COMPARABLE GRADE 
The civil Ian scientis t s and technicians sent afie ld by NAVOCEANO 
range in grade f rom GS-5 thro ugh GS-13. The new employee starting a 
ca reer after completing his college education is brought on as e i ther 
a GS-5 or GS-7 and is sent to sea after an indoctrination per iod in the 
home office. The j ourneyman level is normally considered to be the 
GS-I I for the professional personnel, and this grade Is usually reached 
in the first four or f ive years of serv ice. By t he time the employee 
has reached the GS-I I he is an exper ienced vetera n and can be considered 
qualif ied to perform Ind ivid ual duties without supervision. He most 
typica l ly will be between 27 and 30 years of age by the time he reaches 
this level. The fol lowing approximat ion of comparab le grade with t he 
mi I itary is usually made.8 
Civi I ian Mi I itary 
GS 9/10 01 Ensign 
GS 11 02 LT<JG) 
GS 12 03 Lieutenant 
GS 13 04 Lieutenant Commander 
GS 14 05 Commander 
GS 15 06 Captain 
It is diff icult to determine representative ages for t he class es of 
civil Ian scient ists but if we accept the general age ranges of the 
program management professional in the Department of Defense as being 






PERCENTAGE AGE DISTRIBUTION 
AGE GS09-12 01-03 GSl3 04 GSl4 05 GSl5 06 
20-29 3 83 I I I 0 0 0 
30-39 15 33 9 70 9 13 2 0 
40-49 42 8 42 28 42 72 36 58 
50-59 32 0 40 I 40 15 53 41 
60 and .over 8 0 9 I 9 I 9 I 
Shipboard Groups 
The typical OCUNIT commander is an 04 and is most typically ten or 
fifteen years younger than the senior NAVOCEANO civilian GS-13. The 
civl llan may wel I have spent the past fifteen years learning his job 
and working his way up to this responsibility, he feels that he has ex-
pert authority. In addition he is aware that the advancement possibility 
in the present DoD environment is almost non-existent unless he becomes 
part of the administrative and management hierarchy. Most people who 
have reached these senior levels show minimum interest in a permanent 
shore billet. The OCUNIT commander who recognizes this experience as 
a manifestation of expert uncodified authority in his daily relations 
finds a most cooperative working situation. Age differences do not 
Indicate problem areas, but changing life styles in younger members of 
the society and mid-career crisis in older members create areas of con-
fusion in perceptions. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The four social groups compr1s1ng the society on the deep ocean 
bathymetric ships are operating in a complex, highly technical environ-
ment with a minimum of organizational friction. Inflammatory topics 
of conversation are nutually avoided and the adaptation to changing I ife 
styles has been successfully accomplished. The habitability question 
may never be resolved to mutual acceptance since the basic conflict 
seems to dictate an impermeable boundary between the legitimate, codi-
fied authority of the OCUNIT corrvnander and the expert, uncodified 
authority of the SNR. Since some conflict is inevitable. 10 this estab-
1 ishment of boundaries by the OCUNIT seems an acceptable trade of power 
for the SNR and his people as long as referent power is not also 
affected. All changes in the social structure are occurring at Hal I 1 s 
informal level. The societies are differentiated and exist in a 
clustered placid environment, which occasionally becomes a turbulent 
field environment. 
A most positive aspect of the social structure Is the manning of 
the NAVOCEANO contingent with women scientists and technicians. The 
previously al I male artificial milieu now seems less restrictive and 
a more civi Ii zed feeling is enjoyed throughout the ship. NAVOCEANO 
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has been a pioneer in thrs respect and al I reports hav~ been outstand-
i ng In this area. The routine work performed by the NAVOCEANO people 
does not seem to be a consideration of morale and agrees with the ob-
servat ions by Bowers "that the importance of challenging work is less 
for co l lege trained clvl I lans than it is for oftlcers. 111 I Observations 
by J anowitzl2 and Bowers indicate that the military desires are 
app r oaching those of the clvi I Jan society. These shipboard experiences 
seem to bear out the theory. 
An unmentioned area of confl let might be one of I ife crisis 
patterns In t he groups. The average age of maritime deck officers is 
4713 while that of the Navy officers is ten years younger, and that 
of NAVOCEANO civilians is somewhat older. It any career crisis occurs 
in any member the age disparity between members of different groups 
might prov ide an Insensitivity to the problem. The statement of the 
problem as expressed by ArgyrJsl4 predicts human decay with increasing 
length of service. In an address before the International Shipboard 
Environmental Design Conference in 1974,15 Rear Admiral Frank C. Jones 
said "a ship may be one of the most advanced ••• lf the physical, psycho-
logical and social needs of Its personnel are grossly unsatisfied the 
vessel wi I I not long be a wholly Integrated force." It seems that the 
perceptions of the members of the society are positive, but It also 
appears that there are social dynamics being brought into play without 
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MARll-lJANA: /TS EFFECT ON PERFORMANCE 
AND BEHAVIOR 
by 
Fredrick B. Easton 
The possibi I ity that marihuana use may be hazard ous has 
produced a remarkable polarization among today's popula-
tion. Those who say that marihuana poses no special 
hazards espouse their convictions with an evangelistic 
zeal that borders on fanaticism. Those who think there 
are hazards argue their case with only slightly less 
fervor, and al I too often scientific debate has fallen 
by the wayside. 
In this paper the author traces numerous scientific re-
search experiments performed with marihuana to conclude 
that there are certain dangerous effects associated with 
the long term use of the drug. As managers we are 
obi iged to be aware of the effects on personal perfor-
mance and behavior; for at some stage we wil I undoubted-
ly have command of individuals who are users. 
This paper was submitted to Professor John O. Senger in 
partial fulfi I lment of course requirements for Individual 
and Group Behavior (MN 2106). 
The Editors 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Lieutenant Fred B. Easton, SC, USN, received his B.S.B.A. degree 
from the University of North Carolina in 1969. He presently Is a 
candidate for tne M.S. degree in Management at the Naval Post-
graduate Schoo I • 
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INTRODUCTION 
The use of marihuana in today's social, economic and bus i ness environ-
ment is certainly a cause for concern to the manager. While the media has 
bombarded us with various reasons as to why the drug should be legal lzed 
or why those who peddle the commodity should be apprehended, I lttle know-
ledge Is broadcast about what the drug actually does to effect behavior 
and performance. With the widespread use of the drug, it is almost a 
certainty that any manager wll I have marihuana users under his direction, 
yet, he may be almost totally ignorant as to how this drug may actually 
be effecting the Individual. Attitudes toward the use of this mind effect-
ing drug vary greatly. Lester Grlnspoon, a Harvard psychia t rist who has 
published a large number of articles on marihuana, states:"· •• the 
greatest potential for social harm I ies In the scarring of so many young 0 
people and the reactive institutional damages that are direct products of 
present marihuana laws, if we are to avoid having this harm reach the 
proportions of a real national disaster within the next decade, we must 
move to make the social use of the drug lega1. 11f Senator James o. Eastland 
who, as head of a congressional investigation into the use of marihuana in 
relation to security, concluded that, "with regular use, even at a rela-
tively low level (several times a week--perhaps once a week), t here is 
in many cases a serious Impairment of judgment and psychologica l stability 
and performance. Symptoms Include disordered thinking, delusio ns, and 
psychotic patterns resembling paranola. 112 These viewpoints on t he use of 
the drug clearly show the dichotomy which faces the layman in making a 
rational decision for or against the social and legal acceptabl I ity of 
marl huana. lo/hi I e the debate may go unanswered as to whether the drug 
should be legally accepted In today's society, the high degree of common 
use by the young American populous is an undisputed fact. Appendix A 
shows the use of marihuana by age groups for the years 1971 and 1972. 
Even if the use of marihuana has held steady since these statistics were 
comp! led, it Is evident that widespread use of the drug Is an actuality. 
It Is estimated that nearly half those 25 and under who have tried the 
drug still use it frequently.3 
The abundant present use of marlhuana combined with common misunder-
standings have created the strong forces for and against a change in O 
the drug laws of the United States. It is not unusual to hear some of 
the fol lowing statements of "fact" concerning marihuana: "You can always 
tel I a user by the size of his pupi Is." "It's fine to drive a car after 
a few drinks, but can you imagine someone high on marlhuana behind the 
wheel?" "Marlhuana users are unmotivated and useless." "Memory is com-
pletely impaired and unrealistic under the influence of the drug." 
"Students who use marihuana cannot possibl y get good grades." Of course, 
al I these statements are either false or at best half-truths. How did 
these misnomers get started? To understand this we need to look briefly 
at the nature of the drug, Its history in the United States, and outline 
the development of research that has been conducted on marihuana. 
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0 
THE DRUG, MARIHUANA 
A. THE NATURE OF MARIHUANA 
This hallucinatory substance when either smoked, swallowed or sniffed 
is said by users to cause relaxation, increased euphoria, improved per-
ceptions, and Improved sociability. The substance is derived from a plant, 
commonly-cal led hemp, which grows best in subtropical and temperate 
climates. The genus and species of the plant is cannabis sativa. There 
exists a difference in the potency of various avai I able forms of the drug. 
In the United States, the most common is that grown in South America and 
Mexico which is less powerful, and also less preferred by users, than 
that found in the near and far east commonly cal led hashish. As both of 
these forms of marihuana derive from the resin of cannabis there is 
essentially no difference in the product, but only in the amount of tetra-
hydrocannabinal (THC), the chemical compound from which the benefits of 
the drug are derived. 
B. A BRIEF LOOK AT THE HISTORY OF MARIHUANA 
The hemp plant itself has been commonly used in manufacturing rope, 
bags, and clothing over the centuries. Cannabis, as a drug, has been 
known to exist as far back as 2737 BC in China. 4 The drug has been used 
legally and ii legal Jy in many societies since that time. While known in 
the United States since colonial times, widespread usage and interest did 
not develop until the late 19501s and early 19601s. Up until the 19301 s 
cannabis was used as medicine to lessen the pain from various maladies, 
but in 1937 when the government put a tax on the product even ghen used 
for medicinal purpos es, its usefulness as a medication ceased. In the 
early 19301 s th e use of marl huana was outlawed only in a few states; 
however, a combination of a larmist propaganda and the liquor lobby's 
desire to kil I off competit ion after the repeal of the Volstead Act led 
the drug to be banned in every state. 6 
Although i I legal the drug has principally been used in ghetto areas 
O of large cities and in particular among black musicians. With the coming 
of racial inte gratio n and the soc ial movements of the 19601s, the use of 
the drug has expanded to the nation as a whole. Along with this 
expansion has come an interest by both government and private sources 
in investigati ng th e many conflicts which have arisen over the danger of 
the drug. 
C. RESEARCH EFFORTS 
Much of the misunderstanding and lack of knowledge concerning canna-
bis is a result of a large void in the research effort until the late 
19601s. Three basic reasons can be attributed to this lack of research. 
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The first and most lmporta~t was that the drug had ~idespread use only 
In poverty areas of large cities; a nd therefore, did not effect the 
populace as a whole. The second reason was that until 1965, it was not 
known which chemical portion of cannabis caused changes In perception. 
The discovery of THC as the active ingredient in cannabis al lowed con-
trol led dosage and the use of a placebo i n experimentat ion. The third 
reason for a lack of detailed clinical analysts of the drug's effect 
was that cannabis was not aval Jab le from the Federal Government for 
experimental use until 1969. 
While a great deal of research was not done concerning the drug's 
effect prior to the late 1960's, three studies of note were published 
and seemed to indicate that the danger from use of the drug was not as 
great as alarmists had convinced the majority of the popu lation. The 
first of these was the India Hemp Commission Report (J894), which studied 
the legal use of the drug In India. This report concluded that cannabis 
caused neither mental nor moral injuries. 7 The next major report was the 
Panama Canal Zone Report (1933) which ana lyzed the effect of the drug on 
American soldiers who were us i ng It while sta t ioned In the Canal Zone. 
The conclusion of this study was that the drug was not habit forming, 
had no long term delirious effects, and did not cause cr iminal or anti-
social behavior. 8 In 1944, the mayor of New York City, P.H. LeGuardia, 
became concerned with the widespread use of the drug In his city and 
set up a commission to investigate both the preponderance of use and the 
effect of the drug. This large and extensive Investigation was separated 
into two distinct areas: soclologlcal and c l inica l . In addition to 
providing a multitude of demographic information concerning the use of 
the drug, it also concluded that cannabis was not addictive, does not 
lead to further drug use, and is not a determining factor in crlmes. 9 
This cl lnical study appears to be the first attempt to study the 
drug in relation to its effect upon behavior and performance. The analys is 
was not done in a normal laboratory and did not use normal subjects. The 
subjects were prisoners and the experimentation was done under the direct 
observation of the police. No placebo or control group was used in the 
experiment. The results were as follows: The effect of the drug was 
dose dependent, var ied behavior was observed In different subjects, a 
degree of eroticism was noted, inhibition was lessened, simple motor 
f unctions could be performed; however, complex tasks were effected, in-
tellectual impairment, but no deterioration was noted, and no basic 
attitude changes were observed.IQ While this early research provided 
somewhat unreliable evidence that cannabis did effect performance and 
behavior, It was not until the late 1960's that hard clinical evidence 
was found on the effect of the drug. Even in looking at more recent 
studies it is most difficult to weigh the results. Controversy sti l I 
ex i sts as to whether dosage can be effectively measured when the drug is 
smoked. A question exists as to whether the effect is the same if 
ora l ly ingested. Other problem vari able s involve the background of t he 
subjects. If the subject is a chro nic user of the drug, performance 
dl fferences may result when compared with th e occasional user. Some 
researchers claim that a sterile cli nical atmosphere or the use of a 





problems in mind, it is worth looking at some re~ent experiments on the 
effect of cannabis on performance and behavior. 
EFFECTS OF MARIHUANA 
A. PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS 
In an experiment conducted in 1968, Wei I and his associates took a 
group of 17 male volunteers ages 21 to 26 years old and had some smoke 
a cigarette with varying amounts of THC while others smoked a cigarette 
which contained no THC. The group was split between those who had never 
previously used the drug and those that used it regula~ly. The fol low-
ing physiological effects were measured: heart rate, respiratory rate, 
pupil size, blood glucose level, and conjunctiva! vascular state. The 
fol lowing results were obtained: Heart rate was found to increase on 
both the naive subjects and on the previous user subjects. No increase 
was noted in the subjects given the placebo. The increase in heart rate 
was found not to be dose dependent. No significant change was noted in 
respiratory rate by either group of subjects. There was no effect what-
ever on pupi I size. There was no signficant change in blood glucose 
level. Significant reddening of the conjunctivae did result in a 
majority of the subjects who were given a large dosage of the drug and 
to a lesser extent in those given a smaller dosage. This seems to 
indicate that a Tign of heavy use of cannabis is a noticeable reddening 
around the eyes. The careful conditions under which this experiment 
was conducted leads one to conclude that these findings can serve as a 
base I ine for the physiological effects of marihuana. 
B. EFFECT ON MOTOR PERFORMANCE 
A number of studies have been conducted to test the effect of the 
use of cannabis on the abi I ity to perform normal motorized functions 
while under the influence of the drug. Brown and his col leagues tested 
a number of volunteers ages 18 to 28 who were social drinkers and claimed 
to have smoked cannabis from 3 to 5 days per week on a regular basis. 
They were tested using the Dynamic Visual Acuity Test (OVA) which in-
volved being able to detect the resolution of detail In moving targets 
after the use of marihuana. Marihuana was administered in both large 
and smal I doses and the change in performance was measured. The change 
in performance on the low dose of marihuana from the pre-usage level 
was not significant; however, a marked change occurred when the high 
dosage was used. The results were attributed to the fact that since 
the OVA test relies primarily on eye movement, cannabis did lower the 
ability to maintain foveal fixation and cause retinal image slip. It 
is interesting to note that since DVA has been linked to accidents while 
driving a car t~at cannabis use could be expected to cause an increased 
accident rate. The subjects were also tested while under the influence 
of a lcohol. The alcohol had a much more drastic effect on DVA than did 
marihua na. 12 
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Another test of posslble loss of motor abl lity. after the use of 
cannabis was conducted by Rafaelsen and his associates. This experiment 
used a driving simulator which showed a picture of a car driving down 
the road on a screen. The subject could control the car's movement with 
a brake, an accelerator, and a gear box. The experiment attempted to 
measure a person's reaction time while under the influence of cannabis. 
The marihuana was taken Internally rather than smoked. The primary 
test was to present a series of red I ights for which the subjects were 
to depress the brake immediately. With a smal I dosage of marihuana, 
reaction time in braking increased about 5%, while larger doses caused 
increasingly longer reaction tlmes.13 
Caldwel I and his associates attempted to determine the auditory and 
visual threshold effects of the use of marlhuana. Using a relatively 
large dose of cannabis, subjects were given an auditory threshold test 0 
(a tone was presented in descending sequence in 2 db steps from above 
to below human hearing threshold), a visual brightness test (the subjects 
were required to match a one inch diameter bright light with another 
I ight by adjusting the intensity of the second light), an auditory inten-
sity differential test (distinguishing two tones as to loudness), and an 
auditory frequency differential threshold test (distinguishing two tones 
as to pitch}. The results indicated marihuana effects one's ability to 
respond to an auditory or visual stimulus. It was noted that the drug 
seems to have twice the effect in the visual versus the auditory stimulus. 
Additional dosage decreased reaction ability further, with visual re-
sponse showing a far more marked decrease than audio.14 
While different techniques and doses were used for al I three of the 
above experiments a common result did occur. Marihuana does have an 
effect on motor performance. It further appears that while a smal I dosage 
does not have a significant effect, an increase in dosage has a correspond-
ing detrimental effect on motor response. 
C. MARIHUANA AND MEMORY 
A number of studies have been done to discover the effect of cannabis 
on memory. In a study done by Darley and his associates, 48 male adults O 
were shown a list of words and then required to remember which ones they 
had seen immediately afterwards from another list. Part of the group was 
then administered a moderate dosage of marihuana and the remainder a 
placebo. When the same recall test was given again, the results did not 
differ significantly between the two groups. It was concluded the use of 
cannabis had no effect on recall from long term memory. When a totally 
new list of words was presented after the drug was administered, the mari-
huana taking subjects did not do as wel I as those taking the placebo, on 
either Immediate or delayed recall tests. It appears that the use of 
marlhuana cau se d a problem with retri e val rather than recal I as the first 
test showed recall from long term memory was uneftected.15 
In a somewhat dif f erent experiment by Abel, 15 lists of 10 words each 
were given to subject s to learn. Then ha l f the group was given one 
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marihuana cigarette to smoke. As discussed in Darley; 1s experiment, no 
significant difference between the subjects under the influence of mari-
huana and those who were not was observed in a delayed recal f test. 
When a new I ist of 300 words, only half of which were on the original 
word list, was given to the two groups, the subjects under the influence 
of cannabis had signif_icantly higher number of "false alarms" (picking 
a new word and stating it was on the old list) than the p lacebo subjects. 
The experimenters believe these "false alarms" were caused by impaired 
sensitivity and a lowering of discrimination criterion abil ity.16 
D. MOTIVATIONAL EFFECTS OF MARIHUANA 
Psychiatrists Moore and Kolansky from the University of Pennsylvania 
O treated users of marihuana who had used the drug regularly from 3 to 10 
times a week over a period of sixteen months. They noted that al I were 
apathetic, sluggish in mental and physical response, displayed goal less-
ness, Jost interest in personal appearance, had false impressions of calm 
and wel I being, appeared physically tired, were slow in their physical 
movements, displayed mental confusion, had a slowed sense of time, and 
had difficulty with recent memory. They noted that when the patients did 
withdraw from using the drug, these symptoms disappeared. Cri t ics of 
this observation attribute the disappearance to therapy and the power of 
suggestion. I 7 
0 
Mendelson and Meyer of the Harvard Medical Center took 20 users of 
marihuana and al lowed them to earn money and marihuana cigarettes by 
working. A limit was placed on the amount of marlhuana that could be 
earned in a single day. They observed that this had no effect on their 
desire to work or to improve their mental and motor functions . The 
initial conclusion was that no evidence of an antimotivational syndrome 
associated with marih uana existed. Further research placed no I imit on 
the amount of marihuana t hat could bT earned. A marked dose related 
decrease in motivati on was observed. 8 
An interesting st udy was done at the State College of New York at 
Stony Brook by Eri ch Goode concerning the use of marihuana and th e drug's 
effects on grade s . He took the records of 560 students and compared 
their grades agai nst t he students own statement as to mari huana use . He 
found the grades of total abstainers and experimen t al users were vi rtually 
identical. Highest grades came from casual and Infrequent users while 
the poorest grades came from frequent users. He concluded the anti-
motivational syndrome was not typical of marihuana users as long as the 
individual was not a heavy user. His study ind icat ed that heavy use did 
have an adverse effect on academic performance. 
Abel attempted to measure the effect of cannabis on motivation by 
administering a Jacks on Personality Research Form to subjec t s given a 
single marihuana cigarette. He could find no significant change in score 
between the marihuana smok ing subjects and those given a placebo.20 
4 1 
Another possible explanation for why marihuana js accredited with 
providing a motivational personality is that everything seems to pass 
sJower whi le under the effect of the drug. Wei I and his associates 
had a group estima t e the passage of five minutes in time while not under 
the inf l uence of marihuana and while under both smal I and large doses. 
Prior to tak ing the drug all subject s were able to estimate the passage 
ot 5 minutes within+ 2 minutes. After taking a small dose at the drug, 
30% of the subjects raised their estimate to 10 + 2 minutes. After 
a high dose, 40% raised their estimates to 10 + 2 minutes. The subjects 
themselves when interviewed after the experiment claimed that time 
seemed to be drawn out. 21 Actions resulting from this deacceleration of 
the passage of time may we! I give the appearance of an antimotivational 
effect in marihua na smokers. 
While direct physiologlcal, motor, and memory functions may be 
studied through control led experiments in the laboratory, trying to 
determine what effect the use of cannabis has on motivation is far more 
complex. While var ious attempts have been made to resolve this problem, 
the results to date seem exploratory rather than conclusive. 
CONCLUSION 
By looking at various experiments involving the effect of cannabis 
on phys iology, motor response, memory functions and motivation some con-
c lusions may be drawn. The use of marihuana does cause less than optimum 
performance and effects normal behavior. It appears that a high dosage 
of the drug effects performance and behavior to a much greater degree 
than a moderate dosage. Information is scarce as to what the long term 
effects of the drug may be, but some recent ev i dence indicates that 
possible damage may include disruption of cel l ular metabolism, may act 
on the hormone regulator to produce st eri I ity, may cause sharp personality 
changes and deterioration of mental health, may be disabilitating to the 
bronchial tract and has the potential for irreversible brain damage. 22 
As managers one must be concerned that t he real danger of marihuana is 
that an "Ind ividual under the effect of the drug may appear normal to 
the casual observer and seem reasonably coherent, but, beneath the surface 
he may be experiencing a succession of augmented sensory impressions. 
Under stress he is I ikely to be unable to perform mental or motor 
functions with normal efficiency. 1123 As a manager, it is extremely im-
portant to be fully aware of marihuana's effect on performance and 
behavior. This knowledge must be combined with t he widespread usage 
statistics and lack of obvious physi cal symptoms by users to Insure high 
















PERCENT CF US POPlLATION BY AGE GROl.P WHO H4IE EVER USED MARIHUANA 
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BALLOON TECHNOLOGY: A REVIEW 
by 
WII 11am Frederick Graeter 
In today's world there is an ever Increasing requirement 
for fuel coupled with rising cost and a growi ng concern 
over energy conservation. These factors have a direct 
effect on dally transportation and provide the impetus 
for research into transportation alternatives. The bal-
loon, or I lghter-than-alr technology, is presently avai I-
able and feasible for solving some of the transportation 
problems. The author provides an informat ive histo ry 
combined with definitions of the lighter-than-air concept . 
His state of the art technology descrip t ion, and associa-
ted problems, are designed to break the barr ier of reluc-
tance by both the public and mi lltary In accepting the 
I ighter-than-alr alternative and utilize It for transpor-
tation purposes. 
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There has, in the past decade, been a concrete revival of interest 
in airships. Although interest in I lghter-than-air (LTA) flight has in-
creased in the past only to wane after brief periods, in these days of 
energy concern and rising fuel costs, it is not surprising that the re-
cent intensity of interest in lighter-than-air flight is being sustained. 
Appealing to environmentalists and offering the potential of large, inex-
pensive payloads, the lighter-than-air approach to today's transportation 
problems seems to offer a feasible approach to some of tomorrow's trans-
portation problems. 
The prestigious institution, the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology, recognized the growing upswel I of interest in lighter-than-air 
technology and sponsored an interagency workshop designed to assess the 
"current state of the art" in the field. After weeks of preparation, 
numerous meetings, and hundreds of pages of papers presented by some of 
the nation's most knowledgeable J ighter-than-air experts, this group of 
men published a pol icy statement which is wel I worth reviewing in its 
entirety. 1 
Lighter than air systems have certain in-
herently attractive characteristics, including: 
(A) Low dependence on prepared facilities 
and rights of way. 
(8) Unique ability to transport large in-
divi s ible loads. 
(C) Unequal led airborne endurance on sta-
tion and en route. 
(0) Low fuel consumption and minimal en-
vironmental impacts. 
These characteristics give LTA the potential 
for solving such national and international 
transportation problems as opening inacces-
sible areas for agriculture and the develop-
ment of natural resources, on site delivery 
of modular housing and large power plant com-
ponents, and antisubmarine and surveillance 
missions tor the military. In addition, LTA 
could supplement current systems for cargo 
transportation, environmental monitoring, and 
social services such as disaster relief. For-
eign sale of lighter-than-air vehicles and 
system components would also help the United 
States balance of payments. 
Although the LTA systems could provide 
enormous benefits to the United States and 
the world, they may cost hundreds of mi I lions 
of dollars to develop and implement. Therefore, 
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to mrnimlze the technical and economic, uncertain-
ties prior to committing such large sums of money, 
the following actions are recommended: 
I. Technology: Current technologies In 
aeronautics and related fields should be surveyed 
to determi~e what knowledge may be directly trans-
ferred to lighter-than-air systems. 
Lighter-than-air projects in progress 
or contemplated by foreign governments and com-
panies should be surveyed to identify common areas 
of internatlonal cooperation. 
A technology assessment of I ighter-than-
air systems should be performed analyzing compara-
tive energy consumption, land use, noise, and air 
pollution and other environmental impacts for a 
broad range of LTA applications. 
Lighter-than-air analyses should be In-
troduced Into academic programs and theoretical 
studies of LTA encouraged through fel lowshlps and 
financial aid. 
II. Market Analysis: A broad survey of un-
satisfied transportation needs should be conducted 
to identify commercial markets and military mis-
sions where LTA might offer a unique solution and 
to estimate the rates at which service would be 
attractive to customers. 
Cost, volume, and service performance 
characteristics should be Ident i fied for a range 
of commercial markets and military missions cur-
rently served by existing transportation modes, 
and estimates made of what LTA would have to offer 
to penetrate these markets. 
The transportation problems of developing 
countries and LTA's potential for solving them 
should be given separate attention. 
I I I. Government Policy: A mechanism for the 
exchange of information between user and poten-
tial manufacturers should be established with a 
central clea r ing house for LTA-related Informat ion. 
Government agencies should include an 
LTA element In all future transportation studies. 
Appropriate agencies should develop in-
centives to stimulate broad interest in LTA in the 
private sector. This could include a program of 
modest government grants for concept development 
and elaboration as well as possible cost sharing 
programs between government and industry. 
Certification, I icensing, and operating 
rules and regulations for LTA vehicles and crews 
should be revi ewed, revised, and developed where 
needed to al low rapid progress in the private 




The helium conservation program shou Id 
be reviewed to preserve this rare element essen-
tial to progress in LTA systems and other tech-
nologies as wel I. 
The careful reader wil I observe that the Workshop pol icy statement 
repeatedly utilizes the acronym LTA (I ighter-than-air) and avoids the 
use of the terms airship, blimp, balloon, Zeppelin, or any term which 
might connotate I ighter-than-alr applications that do not technically 
operate as lighter-tha n-air vehicles. This careful wording Is observed 
throughout the sta te ment because only the tru ly lighter-than-air 
appl !cations possess the attractive, unique characteristics identified 
by the Workshop. 
0 It is also intere sting to observe that underlying the recommenda-
0 
tions found in the pol icy statement is the recognition of a barrier in 
Western culture to the use of lighter-than-air technology In serious 
applications. The Workshop recommends that this barrier be penetrated 
by the deliberate establishment of a technology transfer mechanism and 
the institution of an educational program designed to inform both the 
private and ml I itary sectors of our country of the many rea I and practi-
ca I applications of LTA technology. 
This paper wil I attempt to review the hi s tor y of the airship; 
point out the major technological problems leading to its abandonment; 
separate fact from fi ction; define exactl y what sc ientists mean when 
they refer to I ighter-than-air technology, identified by the specific 
LTA acronym; and anal yze some of the factors which create the barrier 
or misunderstanding resulting in our society's failure to take LTA 
serious I y. 
HISTORICAL REVIEW 
A. MILITARY UTILIZATION 
Ever since November 21, 1783 when Francois Pilatre de Rozier and 
Marquis Francois Laurent d'Arlandes arose from Paris in a hot air balloon, 
the whole idea of I ighter-than-air flight has fascinated men, and as 
early as 1794, balloons were used for mi I itary purposes. During t he war 
with the Austrians and the Dutch, the French used a tethered balloon for 
observation during the Battle of Ffeuras, and at the Battle of Maubuque, 
use of the French balloon Entreprenant quickly resulted in the surrender 
of the beseiged city of Charleroi. Bal loon observations had provided 
General Jourdan with the location of al I enemy troops and equipment, and 
there was no escaping the aerial observer. 2 The balloon thus allowed 
generals to take advantage of "near real time information" during a 
battle, thereby overcoming one of the most serious I imitations in early 
warfare. Now the battlefield commander could moniter the enemy as wel I 
as his own forces. The use of these observation balloons continued in 
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Europe through the First World War when they were us¥d to direct arti 1-
lery fire onto enemy tanks.3 
In the United States the first military application of the balloon 
occurred dur i ng the Clvi I War in 1861 when the Union Army made use of 
ba ll oons as observatio n P.latforms. 4 
B. ZEPPELINS 
I. Mi I i t ary Usage 
Although i t is possible to trace the adventures of such early 
balloon pioneers as Henry Gifford, who made the first true airship 
flight in 1852, or Charles Renard and Captain A. c. Krebs, 5 It would 
not be product i ve to do so since no significant activity resulted from 
I ighter-than-a i r fJight unti I Count Ferdinand Von Zeppelin and the 
Schutte-La nz Company combined resources In 1915 to develop the L-30 
class di rigible or "super Zeppelln. 116 This al J iance, first successful 
in peacetime, was ampl ified by wartime pressures and produced airships 
which were used by the Germans during World War I for raids on Al lied 
cities and war vessels. France and Great Britain also bul It airships 
for wartime use, and the sophistication (In relation to the technology 
of the day) of these early war-inspired airships Is little appreciated 
today. At their zenith, before improved antiaircraft and fixed-wing 
aircraft armed with incendiary bulle t s forced the hydrogen-ti I led air-
ships from the British skies, the Zeppel i9s were capable of operating 
at 20,000 feet wi th 40-ton bomb payloads. 
The World War I use of Zeppel in s was a tremendous success for 
the Germans because with I ittle out lay of actual economic resources, 
they forced the Al lies into a heavy re sou rce commit ment to the defense 
and thus tie d up funds, equipment , and manpower which the British could 
have used elsewhere. Therefore, even in it s firs t signif icant appl ica-
tion, the lighter-than-air craft was an economic success. 
2. Conversion to Civi I ian Usage 
After the war the Zeppeli n Company quickly adapted the war-in-
spired technology to peacetime use, bui It two airships, and institu t ed 
airship passenger service within Germany. This early effort was stopped 
by the Al l ies who confiscated al I a irship s in Germany and transferred 
them to other Al lied nations. This act might well have terminated the 
I ighter-than-air story If t he United St ates had not been left out of 
the Zeppelin distribution and later successfully negotiated a contra ct 
for an airship from the Zeppelin air works afte r much negotiation with 
the other Allies as well as the Germans. The construction of this air-
ship, later known as the Los Angeles, kept th e Zeppe lin Company al Ive 
unti I the production restriction s were I ift ed in 1925. 8 
The Zeppe l in Company was t hen al lowed t o proceed with uni imited 






J ighter-than-air passenger fleets. The most successful airship ever 
built was the Graf Zeppelin, which made 590 flights, flew over I mi I I ion 
miles, and spent 17,000 hours in the air. Jn addition t o being in 
regular service on the South American route, it completed the on ly round-
the-world voyage ever made by an airship and ended its l ife peacefully 
when scrapped in 1940~-twelve years after entering serv ice. 
The largest and most notorious airship ever built, the German 
LZ-129, the Hindenburg, was completed in 1936, was 811 feet long, and 
had a gas volume of 7,063,000 cubic feet. Jts cruising range at 78 miles 
per hour was 8,750 miles, and it was powered by four 4000 horsepower 
diesel engines. It was originally designed to use helium as a I iftlng 
agent; however, when the American government refused to sell helium to 
Nazi Germany, highly flammable hydrogen was substituted,9 In May, 1937, 
after its 37th trans-Atlantic flight, the Hindenburg exploded and crashed 
at Lakehurst, New Jersey, Although the Hindenburg disaster was only one 
more in a series of disasters which plagued the infant airship industry, 
its spectacular nature and thorough coverage by the news media so marked 
the psychological culture of America, it essentially ended the era of 
the airship, leaving an impact concerning airship safety and reliabi I ity 
that lingers today. 
DEFINITIONS 
A. HEAVIER-THAN-AIR (HTA) AND LIGHTER-THAN-AIR (LTA) 
Before a discussion of the problems or future applications of I ighter-
than-air craft can proceed, several aeronautical terms and concepts must 
be defined since some airship language has been lost in the glamour of 
yesteryear and twisted in popular modern literature. 
Aeronautics implie s both heavier-than-air craft and I ighter-than-air 
craft. Heavier-than-ai r craft (HTA) derive their I ift from aerodynamic 
qualities, and ligh ter - t han-air craft (LTA) derive their I ift aerostati-
cal ly from displa cement of air by some gas which weighs less than air. 
The HTA have only the ir aerodynamic I ift; however, LTA not only have 
their buoyancy, but can, by flying at slight inclinations, genera t e an 
aerodynamic I i ft as wel I. 
In the HTA we have two fields or classifications: the "fixed wing" 
and the "rotary wing" aircraft. It is valid to assume tha t virtually 
all persons in the military and economic worlds understand the basic d if-
ference in these two types of aircraft, and it is also likely that most 
of these persons vaguely understand the rudiments of the economics and 
problems associated with these two types of aircraft. 
On the other hand, in the LTA field very few people outside lighter-
than-air enthusiasts and aerodynamic engineers understand the several 
distinct classifications that exist, and fewer yet understand the 
economies of the possibilities, In th e simplest forms, th ere are "free" 
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and "captive" ba 11 oons w I th buoyant I i ft on I y. When ba 11 oons ar.e given 
their own propulsion and guidance systems, they are maneuverable, can be 
steered or directed, and are cal led dirigible balloons, airships, or 
simply dirigibles. Usually these terms connotate the rigid airship, 
although technically the term could be corr ectly applied to a rlgld, a 
semi-rfgid, or a non-rigid (blimp) airship. Commonly, the dirigible is 
also referred to as a Zeppelin, although actually the Zeppelin is a par-
ticular type of a I rshl p which was produced by the Zeppe I in Company in the 
same manner In which the well known 747 is a Boeing 747. 
B. HYBRIDS 
If a dirigible-type airship is designed wit h features combining sub-
stantial aerodynamic I ift with buoyant 11ft, the vehicles must elther 0 
make a take-off run to generate airfoil lift or use vectored thrust and/ 
or a rotary wing configuration to achieve vertical take-off capabi r ity. 
This type of airship is cal led a "hybrid". Although several smal I scale 
hybrid models have been successfully designed and demonstrated, their 
ful I prototype has yet to be constr ucted, and, therefore, litt le is 
really known about them. At present, they are of doubtful economic value. 
Pub I icists, however, have embraced the hybrid idea in endless configura-
tions and with countless unrealistic predictions as to their possible uses. 
C. TETHERED BALLOONS 
Finally, there is the tethered bal loon--a simple captive balloon con-
trol led by cables attached to the ground and thus incapable of free 
t J i ght. The tethered ba I I oon is different in concept from the di rig i b I e 
or hybrid, the only commonality between the two concepts being a gas-
ti l led bag. Jn practical app l ica t ions the tethered balloon is used as an 
anchored platform supporting data-collecting and/or communications instru-
ments . It can als o be uti fized as the central, integra l part of a balloon 
transfer system (BTS) which uses the ba, loon to provide 11ft and transport 
for short distances. 
PROBLEMS 
A. PUBLIC ACCEPTANCE 
The idea of lighter-than-air f l ight must be accepted by the general 
pub I ic as a practical tool or solution if the present enthusiasm surround-
Ing the concept is to be maintained. A prevailing attitude in American 
soc iety concerning lighter-than-air flight is a bel lef that it is funda-
menta l ly unsafe. This lack of bas ic confidence in the buoyant airship 
concept probably relates to the number of spectacular airsh ip crashes 
caused by violent weather and inexperien ce In the first four decades of 
this century. Furthermore, it is uni ikely that general pub I ic attitudes 
concerning airship safety will change unti I sol id evidence can be presented 
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to the contrary. Until then, general acceptance ,of the practical LTA 
concepts remains in jeopardy. 
This unease about the safety and practicality of buoyant airship con-
cepts unfortunately creates a host of skeptics who generalize and over-
simplify the problems of lighter-than-air flight. The demise ot the air-
ship did not simpl y result from safety considerations stemming from 
spectacular crashes such as the Hindenburg. The airship concept was 
also beset with a number of real problems which must be solved if the 
concept is to prove val id and economically feasible. Airship enthusi-
asts often either treat these problems as nonex ist ent, or they highly 
underestimate them. The general pub I ic is usually unaware of them, and 
not many of th e men who actually confronted th ese problems in the golden 
era of the Zeppelin a re around to define their unusual nature. 
O Fortunately, Wa lter P. Maiers perger, in a paper titled "Design Aspects 
0 
of Zeppelin Operations from Case Histories," pre sented to the lnteragency 
Workshop on lighter-than-air vehicles in 1975, documented these problems 
so that practical men could understand what the enthusiasts of popular 
literature normally failed to address. The following summaries are from 
this paper, and they attempt to realistlcal ly present the case against 
the _re 18rgence ot buoyant, I ighter-than-air flight on an economical basis. 
B. AEROSTATICS 
Misunderstanding concerning balloon flight dates back to the late 
17001 s when the Frenc h government attempted to reassure its people of 
the safety of balloon experimentation then in progress with a proclama-
tion explaining the operating principle of the balloon: " ••• fi I led with 
an inflammable air a balloon wil I rise toward heaven unti I it is in 
equilibrium with the surrounding ai~'. Ever since this unfortunate state-
ment, all too many people be lieve that a balloon wi I I rise unti I it is 
in equilibrium with less dense air at higher altitudes, and conversely, 
that a balloon wi I I s ink until it is in equilibrium with lower, more 
dense air. In fact, aerostatic I 1ft is an unstable lift. A I ight 
balloon will go up unti I the pilot valves off gas, and a heavy one wil I 
go down unti I th e p i lot drops weight. Failing to drop weight means 
that a balloon wil I go down unti I it hits earth, and failing to valve off 
gas means that a balloon wi II go up until it bursts (with newer, stronger 
surface materials it wi II stay in equilibrium unti I gas is valved off). 
These simplified phys ical facts are responsible for the expenditure of 
both gas and ballast on every flight. It is estimated that the Zeppelins 
sacrificed 1% of gros s lift weight for every 100-foot rise in altitude 
and carried approximately 3% of gross weight in ballast to prevent inad-
vertent descent at inappropriate times. If a commercial airship's I ift-
ing gas was only 95% pure, the commercial airship would sacrifice about 
13% of its cargo capacity to fly at a minimum altitude of 1500 feet with 
minimum usage of ballast. This is an economic constraint no other trans-
portation vehicle faces. 
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If transcontinental fl lght were considered, th~ FAA regulat ions for 
scheduled instrumented flight would require a minimum cruising altitude 
of 8,000 feet over the eastern United States and o f 16,000 feet over the 
western United States. An airship designed for transcontinental fligh t 
would therefore face a maximization of the va j ve off gas/ba f last problem, 
and, as a result, its economic poss i bi l ities would be proportionately 
decreased. It is for this reason that an analysis of airship passenge r 
ro utes of the past revea l s a large number of transoceanic routes at low 
altitudes and few transcontinental ro utes. It may also explain why only 
one airship ever flew a l I the way around the world. None of the historic 
transcontinental flights over the United States would be sanctioned 
today under modern air regulations, yet t hese flig hts are continually 
recalled by balloon enthusiasts to validate the capab i l i ties of the 
Zeppelins as passenger transportation systems. 
This restriction is further applicab le upon the consideration that an 
economical airship would necessar i ly be buil t to operate at a particular 
altitude ra nge. The real world, however, has a variable atmosphere, and 
cities are located at vario us altitudes and in various climates. The 
airship could not then be t ra nsferred from place to place with t he expec-
tation of operating at the same economical efficiency, further indicating 
that the successful airship would nore likely be economically feasib le 
in a special purpose application than in a variety of applications. 
Common be l ief In the great versatility of the airship i s therefore not 
entirely accurate. 
C. SUPERHEATING 
The superheat condition refe r s to the amount of increase in gas tem-
perature above the surrounding air. Superheat develops most noticeably 
when the airship is moored on an ai r field during a sunny day, and the 
problem can be greatly ampl i fied in alternating conditions of ra in and 
sunshine. Assume an airship moored in a city at e levat ion 1,675 feet. 
If 40° of superheat is al lowed to develop on a 100° day, the airship 
wi l l be at a density of equiva lent to 7,400 feet. A sea-level design 
airship wi th fuel eel Is would blow off gas equivalent to 18% of it s 
gross I ift under such cond i tions. This condition occu r red when the Graf 
was moored at Los Angeles and ve ry nearly resulted in disaster, and 
there are a number ot other documented cases where disaster or near dis -
aster resu lted from the superheat condition. Larger dirigibles, such as 
present-day enthusiasts discuss, will require that airfields have 
sophisticated gas, water, and fuel-pump ing facl lities to maint ain the 
a i rships at correct equilibrium under changing cond rtlons~ implying that 
large dirigib les could not go just anywher e but cou ld only moor at those 
places equipped to handle them. Many undeveloped areas would thereby 






I. Rain, Snow, and Ice 
Rain, snow and ice loads cr eate unanti c i pated problems by adding 
weight and/or freezing controls, and both have been causes of past 
Zeppelin disasters. When extra gas Is added to a l tow take-off with loads 
of rain, snow, or ice on the cover, this gas must be blown off when the 
ship reaches operating altitude. Cold weather would normally al low take-
off, but hot weather and rain loads have created conditions where the gas 
eel Is were completely fl lled before I ift capability was achieved. None 
of the German passenger Zeppelins ever attempted a North Atlantic cross-
ing in the winter season, a I ittle-known fact which should be noted with 
some concern, since it imp I ies that the dirigible transportation system 
was not an al I weather system but was, in fact, very seasonal in nature. 
2. Storms 
Although the problems of valving off gas or tossing ballast can 
be solved by several alternative systems that compress gas internally 
or recover weight lost in fuel consumption by extracting water from 
exhaust systems, these systems may be practically developed for normal 
weather conditions but would be inadequate to maintain necessary control 
in the violent atmospheric conditions of storms. An oversimplified answer 
is to avoid such conditions, but, as al I mariners know, this is not 
always possible. If an airship is to be feasible, it must have alterna-
tive landing and mooring sites or systems to allow its survival in st orm 
conditions that wil I inevitably be encountered. 
E. TEMPERATURE 
Airship s rrov i ng into \o1armer air tend to sink unt i I their gas tempera-
tu renormalize s with th e surrounding air. The reverse is true if the 
ship encount er s cooler air. The airship, therefore, must proceed cau-
tiously while moving fr om one air layer to another. The Akron, for 
example, spent se ve1al hours cooling off before descending into San Diego 
O on her first tri p West. Clearly, scheduling the airships becomes di f fi-
cult. Steamshi p schedules are usually accurate to the early or late tide; 
airplane and t rain schedules are often accurate to the minute; but a i rship 
schedules neve r attempted accuracy beyond the day of arrival or departure. 




The air s hip idea is often clouded by several widely- held beliefs which, 
while not entir e ly untrue, are sufficiently confusing to attribute imaginary 
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characteristics to airships which do not entirely correlate with real 
facts. Most of this confusion surrounds the word "airship", an unfortun-
ate choice of names. It imp I ies that attributes associated with surface 
ships can also be applied t o airships. It has been suggested, for ex-
ample, that airship lift · can be made safer by being subdivided into com-
partments in much the same manner as the surface ship. An airship, there-
fore, could lose one or more compartments without endangering the air-
worthiness of the ship. Actually, this compartmentalizing feature would 
only delay disastGr, not prevent it. To remain aloft the airship must 
jettison weight equal to the lifting capacity lost by deflating eel Is 
or compartments. If it cannot do so, it wil I sink to earth, and, if it 
does not jettison so as to maintain satisfactory trim, it may remain 
aloft but without a means to control itself. In either case, the proba-
bility of the ship reaching safety is minimal. 
Furthermore, shipping via surface waterborne vessels is the cheapest 
and best mode of long dis t ance transportation known to man, but it does 
not automatically fol low that airships which are also buoyant vessels, 
are potentially comparable cargo carriers. Even the most inexperienced 
transportation officer knows that, generally speaking, it is the cube 
of the cargo that can be placed inside a surface vessel that is the limit-
ing factor, not the weight of the cargo that affects the stability of 
the surface vessel. In contrast, the passenger and cargo space on the 
airships of yesteryear were so small as to be almost unrecognizable, and 
weight was always a constraining factor. 
B. AIRSHIP CONSTRUCTION 
Most balloon enthusiasts agree that bui I ding an airship with the 
operating characteristics necessary to compete in specified freight 
markets can be accomplished with the current techniques available. 
There are several creditable studies available to substantiate this 
belief; however, these studies appear to include only direct manufactur-
ing costs in their analyses and do not add al I the overhead cost s in-
volved in the manufacturing process. 
Because of the immense size of airships, the hangar and assembly 
facilities required to construct an airship are not available at 
present, and the construction of such faciJ ities would represent a 
sizeable investment for any potential airship manufacturer. Al location 
of such costs to the limited numbers of airships built would greatly 
increase the sale price. Without federal assistance, it therefore 
becomes extremely doubtful if enough airships could ever be sold to 
absorb th ese costs at reasonable levels, particularly when the market 
being serviced is uncertain and speculative at best. 
C. HELIUM AVAILABILTY 
Preliminary investigation into the availability of helium reveals 






He! ium occurs in underground deposits as a constit~ent of either natural 
gas (about 95%) or a non-combustible gas, usually nitrogen. In 1960 
the Bureau of Mines estimated that the total helium resource of the 
United States in helium-bearing natural gas was 196 billion cubic feet. 
Furthermore, they estimated that nat ural gas fields are being depleted 
at such a rate that heljum recovery after 19B1
1
will probably not be 
enough to supply the demand beyond that time. 
With the passage of the Helium Act Amendments of 1960, authority was 
given to the Bureau of Mines to execute contracts for the recovery of 
helium by private firms, and for its delivery to government-owned pipe-
I ines for transportation to an underground storage facility in Cliffside, 
Texas. This program allowed the extraction and recovery of helium in 
natural gas which would otherwise have been lost through the use of 
natural gas as a fuel. As a result of this Act, the government became 
obi igated to set I helium to consumers at a price which would make the 
program self-sustaining over a 25-year period.12 Even with this con-
servation effort, however, it has been estimated that 2022 wi I I be the 
last year in which recoverable sources of helium wit I be able to meet 
demands, assuming a reasonably constant demand. 
Prices for helium use in the recent airship feasibility studies 
quote the most recent Bureau of Mines price at approximately $48 per 
1000 cubic feet, discounting transportation costs. To extract helium 
from the atmosphere, estimates per 1000 cubic feet range from $3,000 
to $4,000. These facts imply that the recent studies supporting air-
ships may be using unrealistic cost bases, and that, regardless of cost, 
there may not be enough helium avai table to support the massive airship 
revival predicted by enthusiasts. 
REDEFINITION 
In spite of the commercial successes experienced during the l920's 
and -30 1 s by the Zeppelin Company and its competitors, there were very 
real problems which defeated the airship as a practical transportation 
mode. Based on performance, the record of buoyant aircraft such as the 
dirigibles and Zeppelins was so discouraging that it lead to their 
eventual abandonment. The hybrid is an attempt to revive this technology 
in a new dimension, but it has yet to be proved practical. The question 
now revolves around the issue of whether new materials, power plants, 
computational methods, or concept combinations can change the situation 
and make these buoyant airships rrore successful than they were in the 
past. While most of the problems outlined in Section IV do have solu-
tions using today's modern technology, it is stil I very I ikely that the 
problems of inherent bulk, low power, slow speed, altitude limitations, 
high manufacturing costs, and uncertain hel lum reserves may combine to 
present too many difficulties to be overcome easily enough in the near 
future. This recognition of the possible limitations surrounding buoyant 
airships should not lead to the conclusion that I ighter-than-air trans-
portation applications are impractical, but should force a redefinition 
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of what LTA really is and leaa to an understanding of the real potential 
for LTA applications available today. 
To re-examine the LTA concept, let us again turn to the surface 
ship/airship analogy : in normal operations an airship (dirigible, 
Zeppelin, or hybrid) is not really ligh t er-than-air, but, like a surface 
ship, It Is equal in weight to the weight of the substance (the atmos-
phere) it displaces. Free balloons, i.e., airships which are technically 
dirigibles, should more accurately be termed "buoyant aircraft" or 
"buoyant airships". The term "lighter-than-air" should be applied only 
to captive balloons which operate in a truly lighter-than-air method. 
Moreover, these captive balloons, as in the tethered balloon transport 
system, are free of many of the problems which have hindered the develop-
ment of the airships or the buoyant aircraft. It was with great delibera-
tion, therefore, that the Massachusetts Institute of Technology Inter-
agency Worl<shop on Lighter-Than-A 1 r Tech no I ogy f ssued the po I Icy state-
ment carefully avoiding reference to buoyant or hybr id aircraft. The 
stateme~t was a deliberate attempt to separate the practical LTA idea of 
the tethered bat loon from its more glamorous and less useful cousin, 
the buoyant airship of a bygone era. 
TETHERED BALLOONS 
While some ba I loon expert s have concluded that "but for the te chno-
logical accident that large volumes of hydrogen became avai table to I ift 
trans-Atlantic payloads In buoyant aircraft a generation before large 
reliable engines became available to lift those payloads in airplanes, 
the airship would never have been developed. 1113 The situation with the 
controlled aerostatlc lift of LTA tethered ba l loons has never been in 
question; the tethered bat loon has always offered a reliable I if t capa-
bi lity with practical usefulness. In 1794 i t was the tethered balloon 
whic h won the Battle of Fleuras by provid i ng real ti me in formation on 
the movement of enemy troops, and in today's automated world, It is the 
tethered balloon which is being adapted fo r a variety of uses such as 
short haul transportation systems and stable hig h altitude platforms 
performing surveillance and communications missions.1 4 
The most notable examples of tethered balloon systems now in opera-
tion are: the Bahamas communication platform, operated around the clock 
in all weather conditions to provide vital communicat ions l inks with th e 
islands; and the logging balloons found in the Pacific Northwest where 
balloon transport systems are used as short haul t ransportation systems 
to remove felled trees from areas which are otherwise inaccessible by 
convent i ona I I ogg Ing methods. Both these app I i cations ut i I i ze "natura 1-
shapedu (an inverted teardrop) bal loons to provide control led aerostatic 
lift. These balloons have an approx imately 6.5-ton pay load capacity per 
250,000 cubic feet, and through the use of various te t her and winch arrange-






inexpensive and require very little research and dev~lopment for adaptation 
to new uses. For example, the corrvnunications platform in the Bahamas ls 
estimated to have cost less than one mi II ion dollars, including the al I 
weather aerostatic winches and accessories, and the balloon transport sys-
tems used by the logging industry can be purchased and put in place for 
approximately $850,000 per system. In view of the demonstrable success 
of the tethered balloon s·ystem and t he variety of uses which could be de-
vised, the extremely slow rate of technology transfer associated with the 
tethered balloons can only be explained by the fact that the Western 
culture fai Is to believe that the balloon is a serious tool for productive 
use. 
THE TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER BLOCK 
A. THE 11 H I NDENBURG MENTA LITY" 
The major block hampering the development of balloon technology is a 
state of mind termed the "Hindenburg Mental ity 11.15 This state of mind 
can be considered a phobia, and lt embraces t he attitude that al I balloons 
are unsafe and unreliable. This attitude is associated with a realization 
that balloons are toys, and who could expect a toy to be taken seriously? 
The association Is further reenforced by today's television beer corrvner-
cials which portray the hot air balloon enthusiast as a playboy interested 
only in which variety of beer tastes best. 
The most recognizable and familiar examples of buoyant aircraft to the 
general public are the Goodyear advertising dirigibles. The smallest of 
them in use today is the Florida-based Mayflower bul It in 1968, which is 
160 feet long, 58 feet high, and 51 feet wide with a capacity of 146,300 
cubic feet of helium and powered by twin 175-horsepower, 6-cyl inder air-
craft engines. The Los Angeles-based Columbia and Houston-based America 
are sister ships constructed by Goodyear in 1969. They are 192 feet, I 
inch long, 59 feet, 5 inches high, and 50 feet wide. with a capacity of 
202,700 cubic feet of helium and driven by twin 210-horsepower, 6-cyllnder 
fuel-injected pusher type aircraft engines. The most recent Goodyear air-
ship, similar to the Columbia and America, was constructed in Covington, 
England and is known as the Europe. It was placed in service in June, 1972 
and has performed public relations and public service assignments in eleven 
countries. Al I of the Goodyear fleet of airships appear substantial to the 
naked eye, perform wel I, and could have furthered the LTA cause but for a 
series of public information releases stating in part that " ••• safety Is 
the primary factor In overall airship operation. Although it is possible 
to fly in some types of adverse weather, the Columbia is not flown in 
weather conditions of rain and winds in excess of 20 miles per hour. 11 16 
How can a transportation mode be so weather-sensitive and be taken seriously? 
B. LACK OF CLEAR DEFINITIONS 
Another problem is the aforementioned lack of clear definitions for words 
and concepts involved in modern airship literature. Many articles and 
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pub I ications seriously attempting to discuss airship ·feasibi I ity fal I to 
elucidate the different operating principles between the buoyant aircraft 
and LTA concept. 
C. LACK OF KNOWLEDGE 
Inside mJI ltary circles most office rs who are students of mJI ltary 
history associate balloons with the defeated Zeppelins of history, and, 
therefore, dismiss their use on the grounds t hat the balloon is too 
vulnerable for ml litary operations, even In remote areas. The Navy also 
has a problem in accepting balloons because the balloon really has no 
place or home in the Navy. Clearly, it is not Involved with the world 
of surface shipping, and no less a proponent of air power than Admiral 
William A. Moffett, USN, Is quoted as saying In testimony before Congress: 0 
111 would willfngly sacrifice the purchase of one cruiser for two airships 
of equal cost, but would not sacrifice any airplane funds and transfer 
them to the airship fund. 1117 One might then ask the question, 0 Where 
does the balloon belong in the Navy or even In DOD?" This question must 
be answered, because insofar as the development of a balloon transport 
system for the Department of Defense is concerned, the Army has been 
tasked to develop it, but the Air Force is developing It at the Insist-
ence of the Navy! In the face of misunder standing, fear, and lack of 
knowledge, it is therefore not surprising that the acceptance of the 
technology is being delayed. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The Massachusetts Institute of Technology correctly recognized the 
reluctance of the general public to accept LTA technology as a serious 
alternative, and , therefore, inasmuch as general attitudes within the 
military are mirror images of the larger society, it is not surprising 
that the military is reluctant to accept tethered balloon technology in 
spite of a paramount need to do soo 
This reluctance to accept tethered balloon technology would best be O 
facilitated by Implementing the lnteragency Workshop recommendation t o 
establish a technology transfer mechanism and develop an education 
program encompass ing both the need for the system and the mechanics of 
existing successfu l tethered systems. Once the military generally under-
stands the practical workings of existing balloon transport systems and 
recognizes them as possible solutions to military problems, the military 
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